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ADMISSION OF PATIENT 
1. To orient patient to his new surroundings. 
2. To place the patient in bed ready for examination by doctor. 
3. To care for property of patient. 
Procedure: 
l. Speak to patient pleasantly. Oonduot patient to unit which has been 
prepared and draw curtains. 
2. Assist patient, if necessary~ in removing clothes and getting into bed. 
3. Take temperature, pulse, respiration and blood pressure. Record on 
clothes slip. If ambulatory patient, weigh in night clothes and 
bathrobe. Use paper towel for feet on scale. Record weight and 
height on clothes slip. 
4. Observe general appearance of patient and note any unusual conditions 
as edema, eruptions, abrasions, discharges, etc. 
5. Report to nurse im charge when patient has been completely admitted 
so that she may notify the doctor. 
6. Urine specimens: 
a. Pre-operative patients: obtain specimen and take to the 
Urinalysis Laboratory immediately with tag labeled: "voided, 
admission, pre---operati ve. 11 
b. Routine admission specimens are to be obtained and sent to 
the Urinalysis Laboratory the following morning. 
' 7. Oare of clothes: see following directions 11 0are o:r Olothinge 11 
' 8e If necessary an admission bath may be given. 
9. Examine hair and scalp for cleanliness. 
10. Demonstrate use of signal cord. 
j 
',._ --~~-""' .. :._--.r;: .• 
11. Do not give patient either fluid or food until ordered. 
12. Introduce to naarb~ patientsa 
13. Pr~ara complete chart for patient; make initial antri~sa 
14, Prepare Xardax Sheet; D.O.B. Sheet; Census Board Card. 
15. When orders are received. transfer immediately to Kardex. 
Care of Clothing; 
1. Care for clothing immediately after admission. 
2. Examine clothing thoroughly~ in-presence of patient or friend. 
3~ Where central lockers are used, make out clothes tag for every 
garment. Mark each tag with patient's name and locker number. 
Tags are unnecessary when patient is in private room. 
2 
4. Check each article in clothes book and sign your nama in appropriate 
place. 
5. Have patient check accuracy of list and sign name. If unable nurse 
must state reason on clothes slip. 
6. Turn clothes slip and on reverse side, list glasses, dentures, 
wedding ring, watch, radio and any other articles which are to be 
k~t at bedside. Both patient and nurse must sign this side also. 
7. Place tagged clothing in proper looker. Hang or fold clothing 
carefully to preserve appearance. 
a. Place original clothes slip with record. 
9. Clothing or other propert~ may be removed from hospital only when 
signed for by patient or friend and nurse in charge. 
Care of Valuable Property on Admission: 
1,. Valuable property comprises all sw.ns of money, jewelry, keys. 
~ bankbooks, glasses, teeth and any other articles which are of 
value to the individual.. !!'he Admitting Officer will care for 
. 
valuables of patients admitted through the Admitting Office. 
The charge nurse and the admitting nurse of the ward to which 
the patient is admitted will take responsibility of collecting 
the valuables of any patient admitted by ambulance or by 
stretcher, not seen by the Admitting Officer • 
2. A patient may keep one dollar in cash, watCh, glasses, artificial 
teeth, engagement ring, wedding ring and radio if conscious and 
' able to acc~t re~onsibility. 
3.. Place valuables, to be put in safe, in envelope provided for that 
pU%pose and list contents on outside of envelope. Nurse signs 
name. Also list these valuables on valuables slip in duplicate. 
:Both slips must bear the signature o:f the patient and the nurse. 
4. Contents of envelope and list must be checked by charge nurse. 
5. Take valuables envelope and both valuables slips to the cashier. 
The cashier will sign both slips, keep the original. and return 
the duplicate to the nurse. This duplicate is either given to 
the patient to keep as a receipt or, i:f the patient is not 
responsible, attached to his chart • 
... 
3 
s. It during evening or nightt give valuables to supervisor in charge. 
4 
Care of Dentures and Other Valuables kept at the Eedside: 
When a patient· is admitted to the hospital, the nurse on the wa~ 
or floor.attending to the admission is to ascertain whether or not the 
. 
patient has removable teeth, artificial eye~ watch, rings, glasses, etc. 
Check these items with Form #43 (in duplicate) that the patient shou1d 
have received from the Admitting Officer. If not, proceed as above. 
If there are no valuables, note on clothes slip. 
When teeth are removed because the patient is going to the operating 
room, or for any other reason, place them.in jar for teeth at bedside. 
Note on the Xardax when valuables are taken to the cashier1s office 
and when they are returned., The head nurse is held responsible for 
seeing that this prooedure is oarried out. She must check onJ.all 
:patients in this respect. 
Discharge of Patient: 
Note: A discharge order must be in writing, with the doctor's signature. · 
If this is not given, the patient must sign an 11S.gainst advice" 
slip. 
If the patient is going to another ho~ital or nursing home, 
the nurse in charge prepares a written report of the patient's 
condition.. From this report a letter is :prepared to go with 
the patient regarding special reference to diet, abrasions, etc. 
5 
DISCHARGE OF PATIENT 
Return of valuables: 
When the patient is ready to reclaim his valuables, ask him to fill 
out the second section of his duplicate valuables form, make it pay.:. 
able to the person who will get them. 
Take this slip to the cashier's office, obtain the valuables, sign 
the duplicate form for their receipt and take the original form, . 
upon receipt of the valuables and return this promptly to the cashier. 
The cashier will retain duplicate valuables form, with the signature 
of bearer as her receipt for having delivered the valuables, which 
means that the bearer is personally responsible for the valuables 
until the original form, with the patient's signature gets back to 
the cashier. 
The head nurse should witness the return of valuables to the patient 
and should also sign the original form before it is returned to the 
cashier. 
Dietar,r directions: 
If any dietary discharge directions are n~eded, call the Diet 
Kitchen. A notice of at least twent~four hours is needed for a 
diabetic patient. 
Olothest 
Check all clothes with clothes sl~. Get the patient's signature 
for thei~ return. 
Medications; 
Special medications, which have been ordered for a patient and have 
been charged to him, are to be given to him at time of discharge. 
Personal Property; 
Pr~a.re all personal_property, plus flowers, fruit, etc., for the 
patient to take home. 
Li bra.r,r books: 
Return all Library :Books to the head nurse. 
Discharge of patientt 
Obtain slip from relative or friend sayiDg patient may be 
discharged .. 
Call the Main House Receptionist and sayt "Patient 
is being discharged now .. " Ask for the official time-.. ---
Accompa:n;y patient to e:rlt .. 
Discharge charta 
Notify kitchen of discharge if patient on special diet .. 
Remove all medicine ticketse 
Record discharge on clinical chart, bedside notes, face sheet, 
and doctor's order book.. If by death recorda "Pronounced ® time" 
in red ink on clinical chart, bedside notes and face sheete 
Arrange record in order as followst 
1.. Face sheet 
2.. History sheet 
3.. Progress notes 
4. Consultation sheets 
5.. Clinical sheet 
6. Laboratory sheet 
7. Medication sheet 
8.. Pathological report 
9e ~sthesia sheet 
lOo Bedside notes 
11.. Clothes slip 
12. Admission sheet 
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OABE OF UNIT ON DISCHARGE OF PATIENT 
Purposet 
1$ To provide a clean unit for occupancy by a patient. 
Notet A member of the Housekeeping Department will wash 
and clean the bedside table and bed. 
Procedurea nurse's responsibilities 
1. Strip bed and place all soiled linen in laundry hamper or clothes 
chute. 
2. Fold and place blankets on back of chair in unite 
3.. Place both pillows on chair in unit. 
4. Remove all equipment from bedside table. Wash e:namelware with soap 
and water. Boil for ten minutes. Dry .. 
6. After the bed, bedside table and entire room have been cleaned by 
a member of the Housekeeping Department, make up bed as a "Closed 
Bed" and return cleaned equipment to table .. 
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6o See procedure for "Temperature" for· care of thermometer on discharge .. 
POS! MORTEM CARI!l 
Purpose a 
1. To have the body olean, straight and in proper oondi tion 
tor delivery to the morgue. 
2. To care for the patient's possessions so that their 
safety is assured. 
Important Points a 
. 
l. until a patient has been pronounced by a doctor and the 
discharge written in the order book, a nurse may not start 
preparation of the bo~. 
2.. It is the responsibility of the nurse, after the discharge 
has been written, to notify the supervisor and operator. 
Ste.tet ward, name of patient, time of discharge a.nd by 
whom, whether relatives were present or not .. 
3.. It is the responsibility of the doctor in charge to notify 
the immediate family. 
CARE OF THE BODY 
Equipment a 
1.. Bathing equipment 
2.. 1 smooth foroep 
3. Adhesive 
4. String 
5. 1 shroud 
6. 1 roll 1" bandage 
7.. 2 abdominal pads 
a. 1 diaper 
9. 6 safety pins 
Procedure a 
10.. 3 tags for body 
11.. Sheet wadding 
12. 6 applicators 
13. Washed gauze 
14. Cotton 
15. Vaseline 
16. Tongue blade 
17.. Brown paper 
18. 2 tags for clothes 
1. Take equipment to bedside. Screen unit. 
2. Fill out three tagsa name. date, ward, relatives present or not 
and time pronounoed .. 
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3. Straighten body, in horizontal position, with one pillow under head. 
4. Fold bedding to foot of bed, cover body with bath blanket. 
5. Comb hair.. Tie with bandage if necessary. 
6. Wash faoe. Use small wisp of cotton under eyelids if they do 
not remain closede 
7. Clean mouth. Insert dentures, well cleansed. Close mouth. 
a. Clean nostrils and ears with' applicators if necessary. 
9. Apply a thin coat of vaseline to entire faee with tongue blade. 
10. If necessary plaoe piece of sheet wadding under chin and tie 
jaw in plaoe with gauze bandage. 
11. Bathe the entire body, except the baok and periJJeUme Reduce 
surgical dressings to ·a m:inimmn., l1se washed gauze and adhesive 
tape for clean dressing. 
12. Turn body on side. Wash back and btlttocks thoroughly. 
13. Use foeceps to paok rectum with cotton. Plaoe diaper under the 
bu'btocks and pad well with abdominal pads. 
14. Turn body on back. Adjust diaper, ·pin securely. 
15. Fold arms aoross chest ... Pad wrists with sheet wadding. Tie with 
bandage. Attach one identification tag to 'Wl'ist. 
16. Place feet together.. Pad ankles with sheet wadding.. Tie with 
bandage. Attach one identification tag to great toe. 
17 o Place · shroud sheet on morgue truck. Move patient to tru.ek. 
18. Pin shroud in plaoe. Attach third identification tag to outside 
of shroud. If shroud is not put . on patient while o:a ward, pin 
third tag to shroud. 
19. Cover patient with sheet. 
20. Call orderly for assistance in transferriDg patient on truck to 
morgue. 
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Care of Clothes and Valuables• 
The nurse mast collect all personal propert.y left in the unit, 
looker and·roon4 Ever,y article must be listed on a new clothes 
slip. Have this list .checked by the charge nursee Both nurses 
mnst sign the clothes slip. 
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Wrap the olothes in brown paper or pack in suitcase if available. 
Tag with patient's name, war~ and datee Take to Admitting Office 
and Admitting Officer will sign clothes slip for receipt of 
clothes .. 
The Admitting Officer delivers the property to a relative, 
responsible .frie:tld or the tmdertaker, who must sign the clothes 
slip for receipt of' the propert.y. 
The completed clothes slip mnst have .four signatures• 
1.. Bedside nurse • 
2. Charge nurse, 
3. Admitting Of'.t'icer, and 
4.. Relative or undertaker. 
The clothes slip is sent to the Record Room from the Admitting 
Office and filed with the permanent record .. 
The clothes slip, made out on admission is sent to the Record 
Room with the chart .from the ward. 
Valuables a 
Place all valuables. including the wedding band, in a valuables 
envelope and list on valuables slip attached to chart. 
Enter disposition of dentures on record. (Usually are left with 
the patieDt. Note family's desire). 
.A.SSISTIIG WITH GENERAL PHYSICAL EXAMINATIONS 
Purpose' 
1. To place th~ patient in correct position for examination. 
2. To avoid u:onecessary- exposure of the patient by drapiDg. 
3.. To protect the patient from mental and physic~l discomfort 
thus obtaining greater relaxation and cooperatio~ 
Efllli pment t 
1. Medical Tray 
Procedures 
1. Take tray to bedside. Screen patient& Explain procedure. 
2. The nurse will stand on the opposite side of the bed while 
assisting the doctor.. She will anticipate doctor's needs by 
having each item of equipment in readiness when needed. 
3. Head and throata 
have throat stick, flashlight SJ'1d 
emesis basin ready for use. Break tongue depressor in 
halt after use. Discard in paper towel. 
b.. Eye examinationt lower shades in romD.t place towel over 
patient's nose and mouth.. The doctor provides his own 
opthalmosoope. It necessar,r an ophthalmoscope may be 
obtained from the Phar.maoy .. 
o. Ear examina.tio:ru doctor may use his own otoscope; it 
net provide aural specul121D. and flashlight.. If head 
mirror used, provide a steady light behind the patient's 
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4. Chasin 
a. Have patient flat with one pillow under head.. Bemove 
ar.ms from sleeves of bed gawn. 
b. Have patient turn head away from doctor. 
5.. Backe 
a.. Rave patient sit up with arms folded over chest. 
e. Untie bed gown and expose baek. Support lower back with 
pillow as necessary. 
c~ If patient undressed, cover anterior chest with bath 
blanket and fasten at back of neck. 
6 .. Abdement 
a.. Have patient lying flat with one pillow. Turn bedding 
dO'Wll to pubes. 
b. Turn bed gown back over chest. 
c. Cover abdomen with bath blanket. Fold blanket back during 
exemination .. 
7. Lower extrami ties t 
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a. Have patient lying flat completely covered with bath blanket .. 
b.. Adjust bath blanket between thighs as legs are examined. 
c.. If patient to be examined in standi»g position, have patient 
stand on paper towels. Drape with bath blanket to prevent 
unnecesear,y exposure. 
8. After examination coinpleted make patient comfortable. Rearrange 
bedding and straighten unit. 
9. Beturn equipment to proper place. 
ASSISTING Wli'H VAGINAL EXAMINATION 
Equipment a 
1. 1 waste basin 
2.. 1 tube lubricant 
s. Specula 
Proceduret 
1 large size 
1 small size 
4. 1 vaginal forcep 
6. 2 glass slides 
6,. 1 pair sterile gloves 
7. Sterile applicators 
8. 1 vaginal probe 
1. Ta.k.e tray to bedside. Screen patient.. Explain procedure. 
2.. Have patient void. Drape patient in preferred position. 
3. Cle$.Dse patient before exa:mi»a.tion if necessary. 
4. Stand on opposite side of bed from doctor. 
6.. Open sterile glove case for doctor. Check with doctor regarding 
size before examination. 
6. When doctor is ready, drop small amount of surgical lubricant 
onto finger of glove. 
7. Pass articles as needed. 
8. If asked to hold tlashlight, hold in a steady position. If asked 
to hold a speculum hold at the angle and tension received. 
9.. Discard soiled instrmnents and gloves into waste basin. 
10. Cleanse patient.. Remove bla;:aket and make patient comfortable ... 
lle Care for equipment.. Wash gloves and. instrmnents thoroughly. 
12. Boil specula and wrap in st.erile towel. Replace on tray. 
13. Leave tray completely reQ~quipped. 
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ASSISTING WITH RECTAL EXAMINATION 
Equipment a 
le Waste basin 
2. Reetal gloves 
Procedure a 
8o 1 tube lubricant 
4 .. Powder 
1.. Follow the same procedure as for "Vaginal Examination" in the 
preparation of the patient .. 
2.. The reotal gloves are not sterile. Wash thoroughly after use .. 
3. Leave tray olean and completely re=e~uippedo 
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POSITIONS 
1. Dorsal Beoumben1a 
This position is used for a vaginal examjnation or for a 
digital examination of the rectmn. The patient lies on 
his or her baok ld th the thighs flexed upon the body and 
the legs upon the thighs, so that the soles of the feet 
rest flat upen the bed.. Separate the legs~ If the patient 
is on a table, bring the buttocks ~o the extreme edge of 
the table and plaoe the feet on extensions of the table. 
2. Horizontals 
' The patient lies flat on her baokwith the ar.ms at the sides. 
This position is used in practically all perineal operations. 
Place the patient's ar.ms across the chest. 
Flex the legs and arrange in stirrups. Drop the foot of the 
table and pull the patient down so that the buttocks rest ~n 
the edge of the table. Have pad smooth under the buttocksJ 
avoid pressure of the legs against any part of the stirrups ... 
Never allow ether to be poured over a patient's perine~ . 
It centers at the tip of the spine where the weight of the 
patient is resting and may cause a bad ether burn. 
4. Pronea 
The patient lies on her back with hands at the sides and head 




The patient lies on the left side~ the cheek resting naturally 
on the pillaw, the buttocks brought to the edge of the bed. 
Bring the patient's left arm be~ her back.. Draw up her right 
knee at right a:ngles to the bodyt the left knee -.y be extended 
or drawn up like the right one. 
6. Trendeleriburg Positiont 
!he pelvis is raised higher than the head. This position is 
almost always used in operations on the pelvic crgaDS. cin this 
position, the abdominal viscera .f'all toward the floor of' the 
chest and away .frem the pelvis~ leavimg pelvic organs more 
readily manipulated when the abdomen is opened. Always have 
the shoulder pieces in position on the operating table before 
operation beginsa Shoulder pieces are used to prevent patient 
from sliding o.f'.f' the table as it is put into positione 
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2.. Dry container for 
oral thermometers 
3,. · Gomtainer for Aqueous 
Bephiran 1 e 1000 
4. Container for wipes 
5,. Container for used wipes 
Prooeduret 
Individual Technique 
1.. Thermometer tube with 
pledget of cottonwith 
AqueGus Zephiran 11 1000 
2.. Oral thermometer 
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1. Fill solution cup for used thermometers with Aqueous Zephiran ltlOOO. 
2.. Have patient lyil:2g do'WII. or sitting dO'Wl!4 
3. Remove thermometer from dry container .. 
4. Shake mercury down. to 96°F. or below. 
5. Place under tongue,. Instruct patient to keep lips tightly closed 
and to breathe through nose. 
6.. Leave the thermometer in mouth for three minutes. 
7.. Remove tram mGuth, wipe and read.. Return to container a 
a. Individual Technique t tube with Aqueous Zephira.n in room. 
b.. Tray Teolmiquea container with J.queous Zephiran on tray. 
B.. Record te.mperatare on a slip of paper immediately .. 
9" When all temperatures have been taken. note time and let ther.mometers 
soak for thirty minutes. 
6are of Ther.mometer Tray after each usee 
Procedure a 
1.. Take tray to utility room._ 
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2. Place soiled thermometers on paper towel. Discard Aqueous Zephiran 
solutiona 
3. Pill a small basin with soap and water solution at l05°Fe 
4. Wash each thermometer and all equipment with soap and water. 
6. Dry each thermometer carefully with a olean medicine towel. 
G. Reset tray. Place olean sponge in olean thermometer container. 
Shake down each thermometer to register 9'7°F. or below. Place in 
container. 
'7 • Place olean spo:nge in bottom of solution cup. 
8.. Replenish supply of wipes. 
9.. Return tray to proper place • 
Care of Thermometer hbet 
Procedure a 
At least twice weekly each thermometer tube should be washed in 
hot soapy water, replenished with a fresh ootton pledget and 
Aqueous Zephiran Solution lalOOO. 
Oare of Thermometer !abe upon Discharge of Patientt 
Prooeduret 
1. Wash thermometer with soap and water at 105°F. 
2. Wash tube 'With soap and water. Boil tube ten m:imttes. 
3. PUt fresh cotton pledget in tube. Refill with Aqueous Zephira.n lalOOO 




2. Rectal thermometer 
3. Aqueous Zephire.n 
4., Wipes 
5 e Lubricant 
Prooeduret 
le Obtain hydrometer, Aqueou11 Zephiran Solution lalGOO, lubricant 
wipes and rectal ther.ma.meter. Set up on bedsdie table in unit. 
2. To take rectal temperature remove ther.mameter from hydrometer. 
Shake mercury down to 96°F. 
3e Place a small SJIIOunt of lubricant on a wipe. Lubricate bulb end 
of ther.me:metere 
4. Screen patient. Explain procedure.. Turn on side if possible. 
5. Separate buttocks and insert thermometer carefully about iiwlo 
inches. Hold in place for five minutes. 
6. Never allow patient to insert thermometer. 
7. Expose patient as little as possible. 
a. Remove thermometer, wipe, read., Return to hydrometer containil:lg 
Aqueous Zephiran Solution ltlOOOe 
9. Becord temperature on sliw of paper .. 
10.. Rearre:cge beddi:cg and make patient comfortable. 
Oare of Equipment om Discharge of Patient a 
1. Bemove all equipment from bedside. 
2. Wash thermometer and hydrometer with soap and water. Rinse. Dry .. 
3. Return ther.mo.meter to charge nurse. 
4. Return hydrometer to proper place in utility room.. 
PULSE AND RESPIRATION 
Equipmentt 
1. Watch with second hand 
Procedures 
1. Rave patient lying down or sitting with arm at rest on abdomen 
. 
or chest. 
2. Pls.ce the first three fingers over the radial artery and observe 
the character of the pulse before beginning to count. 
3. "ount the pulse tor one full m:inll.te .. 
4.. Attar cottntbg the pulse9 ma.intai:a pressure on wrist while 
counting respirations. Notea the temperature is usually being 
taken while the pulse end respirations are being counted .. 
5. Record the pulse and respirations on a slip of paper • 
.APEX AND RADIAL PULSE 
Eqtrlpmenta 
1.. Stethoscope 
2e Watch with second hand 
Procedure a 
1.. !ake equpment to bedside. Explain procedure to patient. Draw 
bedside carta.ins. 
2. Two nurses count the heart beats duri~ exactly the same interval. 
one listening with a stetlaoscope '-t the apex, the other counting the 
radial beat. 
3. Record both apex and radial beats tmmediately. 






1. Have the patient lying dow.n or sitting with arm well supported .. 
2.. Apply completely deflated cut!' smoothly end snugly above elbow 
approximately one inch abou.t the e:n.teoubi tal space .. 
5,. Locate brachial artery by palpation .. 
4. Place plate of' stethoscope over the brachial artery .. 
5o Close Te.lve in air bulb and pump air into euff quickly tmtil all 
sounds are obliterated .. 
G., Release Te.lve slowly and allow pressure to tall two to !'our 
milimeters per second. 
'1. When the pressure in the cuff' a:nd that exerted during systole are 
the _same~ a. sharp thumping sound is heard.. Observe the point on 
the dial at which this sound is heard !'or the Systolic Reading. 
8.. The sounds become less distinct as the pressure allows blood to 
come through .. 
9. The point at which the loud thumping sound is last heard indicates 
the true Diastolic Pressure .. The point atwhich the sounds cease 




le To prepare a safe, comfortable bed for the patient. 
2. To prepare a neat, fir.m, uniform bed. 
Essentials t 
Firm, comfortable mattress; olean linen; tight, firm 
foundation; warmth without weight and a neat finished 
appearance. 
Prinoiplesr 
Economy of time, effort and materials; fine workmanship 
throughout, i.e. linen smooth and tight, pillows smooth 
and flat, wheels turned in and locked, oranks released 
and turned in, signal cord in place and neat arrangement 
of furniture in the unit. 
CLOSED BED 
Equipment a 
1.. 1 spread 
2. 3 sheets 
3.. 1 bed blanket 
4. 2 pillow oases 
5. 1 bath blanket 
Proceduret 
e. plastic mattress oover 
7.. rubber drawsheet 
a. 1 bath towel 
9. 1 face towel 
10. 1 bedpan cover 
le Take linen to bedside in order in which it is to be used .. 
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2. Place ohair beside bed allowing room. to pass betwee_n chair and bed. 
3. Place pillows on obair, place linen on pillows. 
4. Drape blankets with drawsheet over back of chair. 
5. Adjust mattress on spring olose to head of bed. 
e. Place plastic mattress cover over mattress evenly and seoure 
at corners. 
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7o Place bottom sheet over mattress evenly with allowance of at least 
six inches at head of bed for tucking ina 
a.. Tuck sheet in at head of bed from center to nearest corner .. 
Mitre upper corner and tuck in .. 
9o Pull sheet smoothly and fir.mly to foot of bed.. Tuck in from 
center to corner and mitre lower corner .. 
10. Tuck sheet fir.mly under mattress along entire side .. 
11.. Place rubber drawsheet on bed with upper edge approximately 
fifteen inches from head of bed .. Tuck well under both sides .. 
12. Fold cotton sheet,- with a twelve inch differenc·e between hemmed 
edges. Fanfold in fourthse 
15.. Place on bed with fold four inches above upper edge of rubber 
drawsheet. Turn one-fourth fold down and tuck in. Be sure 
smooth side of ham is up .. 
14.. Apply top sheet eirenly, wrong side up. Place edge of sheet at 
upper edge of mattress. Tuck in foot from center and mitre 
corner .. 
16.. Apply blanket nine inches from head of bed. Tuck in foot from 
center and mitre corner .. 
16. Place spread on bed five inches from head of bed, four inches above 
bla:Dket.. Tuck in foot from center and mitre corner. 
17~ Go to other side of bed. Fold back all linen separately. 
18.. Pull center of bottom sheet tightly with both hallds. Tuck well 
under mattress.. Mitre both corners.. Tuck along entire side .. 
19. Pull center of rubber drawsheet tightly with both hands. Tuck 
wall under mattress. TuCk remainder of drawsheet tightly. 
20. Bepeat procedure with cotton drawsheet tightly. 
21. Pull top sheet over evenly, tuck in firmly at foot of bed, 
mitre corner .. 
22. Repeat procedure with blanket and spread. 
23. Tighten all linen by pulling upper edge. 
24. Fold spread under edge of blankets. 
25.. Turn sheet down over spread .. 
26.; Apply cases to pillows.. Push corners of pillows well i~to cases. 
27. Place first pillow on bed with open end toward entrance; second 
pillow With closed end toward entrance. Leave both flattened 
and smooth. 
28. Test signal cord and fasten to bed. 
29. Place bedside table at head of bed, upper edge on line with 
center of pillow. 
30., Place chair at end of bed, facing out, on same side with table .. 
31. Check bedside table equipmenta 
1.. Bath towel, face towel, wash cloth 
2. Bath basin, emesis basin 
3. Soap dish, soap 
4. Mouthwash cup 
5. Roll of toilet tissue 
· 6. Bedpan with cover 





1. 1 sheet 
2.. 1 pillow case 
3. 1 spread 
4. 1 bedgown 
6.. 1 bath towel 
6.. 1 face towel 
7.. 1 wash cloth 
s. bedpan oover 
Procedure a 
1.. Take clean linen to bedside. 
2.. Place clean linen on chair .. 
3. Screen the patient .. 
4.. Lower bed to horizontal position if possible. 
6e Loosen upper bedding around bede 
6.. Remove spread. Fold if it is to be used again and hang over 
back of chair .. 
7. Remove ble.nkets separately.. Fold and hang over back of chair. 
8. Place bath blanket over sheet. 








shoulders if patient is unable to hold. 
Stand at foot of bed and withdraw sheet. 
Fold sheet to be used as drawsheet and place on chaire 
Remove one pillow to chair. Change :y;>illow case in usual :m.BJmer. 
Turn patient away from nurse. Loosen lower beddi:cge 
Fold outside edges of cotton drawsheet to center of bed, make 
narrow folds close to patiente 
Fold outer edge of rubber drawsheet to center. Lay over patient. 
Fold lower sheet'in same manner. 
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17. Reapply lower sheet in usual way .. 
18.. Adjust rubber drawsheet and tuck in tightly. 
19. Place cotton drawsheet on bed. Tuck in along side and gather 
half of it into narrow folds to the patient. 
20. Turn patient toward nurse over ridge formed by bedding.. Pull 
folds of sheet from under patient .. 
21. Remake under bedding as on other side. 
22. Turn patient on back. 
23.. Replace pillows and arrange to provide support and comfort. 
24. Place clean sheet, wrong side up, over patient.. Fold under at 
top as much as will be needed to protect spread and blankets. 
25.. Withdraw bath blanket .. 
26. Arra.:cge blankets in usual way over sheet. 
27.. Tuck in and mitre corners of sheets and blankets separately. 
28. Apply spread, tuck in at foot, make corners and fold under upper 
edge of blankets .. 
29. Fold upper sheet over spread. 
30.. Check appearance of entire unit .. 
31.. Return chair to position .. 
32. Test signal cord and fasten within easy reach. 
33. Check bedside table equipment.. Place within easy reach. 
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CL.OSED BED FOR AMBULATORY PATIENT 
Prooeduret 
1. Remove pillaws to chair$ 
2e Grasp edge of upper bedding with both hands, turn back and 
fanfold approximately two feet from top of drawsheet. 
3. Return pillows to bede 
CLOSED BED FOR HELPLESS PATIENT 
Procedure! 
. 
Follow procedure as for ".Ambulatory Patient" except fanfold 
beddiDg to within twelve inches of the foot of the bed .. 
Tighten bedding. 
TQ STRIP AND REMAKE BED FOR AMBULATORY PATIE19'T 
Equipment a 
le 1 sheet 
2.. 1 pillow case 
3e 1 spread 
Proceduret 
4. 1 bath towel 
5. 1 face towel 
a. 1 wash cloth 
7.. bedgown 
1.. Take linen to bedside. Place on chair. 
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2e Place o~air beside bed allowing roam to pass between chair and bed. 
3e Change one pillow case.. Put soiled case in laundry hamper. 
4. Place both pillows on chair under olean linen. 
5e Loosen bed linen around entire bed. 
a. Remove and fold spread, place on back of chair. Discard if soiled. 
7o Repeat procedure with blanket • 
a. Remove end fold top sheet as dr81'1sheet. Place over blanket .. 
9. Remove soiled drawsheet~ discard. 
10.. Remove rubber drawsheet., and place over blanket. 
lle Be.move bottom sheet entirely and place over blanket. 
12. Turn mattress side to side end head to ~ottomo 
13. Remake bed as for "Closed Bed Procedure;" open as for 
"Ambulatory Patient." 








1 sheet 6. 
2 pillow cases 7. 
1 spread a. 
1 face towel 
2 rubber pillaw cases 9. 
10 .. 
Proceduret 
1 mouth gag 
1 box ~pes/gauze 
1 medium size emesis basin 
from Utility Room 
striDg 
piece scrap paper 
1. Carry linen and equipment to. bedside. 
2. Strip bed as for ambulatory patient. 
3.. Apply bottom sheet~ rubber drawsheet and cotton drawsheet in 
usual manner. 
4.. Apply upper sheet, blanket and spread in usual manner. DO NOT 
TUCK IN. 
6.. Arrange cuff of sheet, blanket end spread in usual manner .. 
6. ArraDge cuff at foot of bed with fold of linen even with edge 
of mattress. 
------- ·-··--· ·-· 
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7. Boll upper bedding to opposite side of bed. 
8<> Apply rubber and cotton. pillow case to one pillow and attach, 
open end away from door, to head of bed with striDge 
9. Apply cotton pillow case to second pillow and place on chair. 
10. Place second rubber pillow case at head of bed and cover with 
clean cotton pillow case, open end away from door. 
llo Attach signal cord to head of bed. 
12. Arrange furniture; bedside table, cardiac table, chair for 
easy access to bed with stretcher. 
13.. Bedside table: 
a.. Emesis basin) 
b. Mouth gag ) 
c.. Box of wipes) 
d. Scrap paper ) 
cover with face towel 
NOTE 1 No other equipment or personal belongings are to be 




CARE OF BLANKETS 
le There are two bed blankets available for each bed. These are never 
to be used for any other purpose. If one is not needed on the bed 
it is to be put in the linen closet... Never place on bar of bed. 
2... When in use a bed blanket must always have a sheet under it and 
a spread over it. It must never come in direct contact with a 
patient~ It is never to be used outside the spread. 
3~ An overbed blanket is available for each bed... During the day it 
may be kept on the bar at the head of the bed.. It is to be used 
for extra cover at night. When not in use in private roams it is 
to be kept in a bureau drswer. This blanket is never to be used 
for other purposes. 
4a Extra blankets for precaution patients may be obtained from the 
Linen Room .. 
5.. For precaution patients on discharge, sun and air blankets.. If 
this is inadequate, place in laundry bag marked precation and take 
to the housekeeper for sterilization. 
6., Whenever you have any type of blanket which needs cleaning, take 
to the Linen Room where you will receive a clean one in exchange. 
7., Always use porch blankets for patients in chair, wheelchair and 




1. To cleanse skin and remove unpleasant odors. 
2. To stimulate circulation. 
3. To refresh patient and relieve discomfort. 
BED BATH 
Equipment a 
lo Bath blanket 6. Bedgown 
2. Bath towel 7. Soap 
3. Face towel a. Scissors 
4. Wash cloth 9. Bath basin 
5. Bathing lotion 10. Orangewood stick 
Procedure a 
1. Have room warm and tree from drafts .. 
2. Take all equipment._ to bedside. include linen it bed to be 
changed. Place on chair. 
3. Screen patient. Have patient flat in bed when possibleo 
4, Otter patient bedpan before sta.rtiDg bathe 
5. Remove one pillow and place on top ot clean linen .. 
6. Loosen upper bedding around entire bed. Remove spread. Fold and 
put on chair .. 
7. Repeat procedure with blankets. 
a. Place bath blanket over sheet. Instruct patient to hold bath 
blanket. Carefully remove sheet. Fold to be used as drswsheet 
and place on chair. Unfasten ties of bedgown. Bamove. 
10.. Place face towel under head to protect pillow .. 
11. Wash face, neck and ears with or without soap as patient desired. 
Dey with face towel. Hang at head of bed .. 
12e Place bath towel under lef't arm. Wash he.nd and arm carefully. 
Pay attention to palm, nails, elbow and axilla. Rinse and dry 
thoroughly. 
13. Use nail file or orangewood stick.. Cut nails as necessary. 
14. Repeat procedure with right ar.m. 
16., Working unde.r bath blanket, wash chest.. Dry.. Apply clean 
bedgown. 
16. Fold bath blarik:et down to waistline. Wash abdomen. Liquid 
petrolatum may be applied with a swab to clean umbilicus if it is 
necessary. 
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l7e Place bath towel under lef't leg. Raise patient's knee, wash entire 
lower leg, thigh and groin. Dry. 
18. Place bath towel at foot·of bed, place basin of water on it. Wash 
foot by placi~ in basin. Use brush if necessary. Dry. 
19, Repeat procedure with right leg. 
20<~ Change bath water. 
21.. Turn patient on side. Place bath towel full le:cgth of back. Wash 
back goi:cg well up into·hair line, down over sides e.nd buttocks. 
D~ 
22.. Rub back with bathing lotion ... Remove excess. Pat dry .. 
23. Patient.then completes perineal bath. Help as indicated. 
24o Discard bath 'WS.ter .. 
26. Comb patient's hair. Use face towel to protect pillow. Discard. 
26. Remake occupied bed in usual manner. 




2. 2 bath towels 
Procedure: 
3.. Wash cloth 
4.. Soap 
la Prepare room at temperature of about seventy degrees .. 
2. Fill tub halt full of water at 105 degrees, Fahrenheite 
3. Place equipment on chair near tube Place bath towel for patient 
to stand upon .. 
4.. When patient is able to carry out bathi:ng procedure, allow to do 
so.. Never allow patient to lock tub room door.. Remain within 
call at all timese 
5. When necessary assist patient £rom tube Dr,r,thoroughly .. 
6e Apply bedgown, bathrobe and slippers.. Return to unit .. 
7. Drain tub. Scrub well with brush and soapy water. Rinsee 
8 .. Discard all soiled linen,. Return all equipment to. proper placee 
9.. Chart procedure .. 
ALCOHOL SPONGE BATH 
Purpose1 
1.. To stimulate circulation. 
2.. To stimulate elimination through the skin and kidneys .. 
3. To decrease restlessness .. 
4.. To reduce temperature .. 
Equipmentt 
1. l bath blanket 
2.. 2 bath tawels 
3., 2 wash cloths 
4.. 1 ice cap and cover 
5o 1 hot water bottle 
and cover 
6.. treatment basin with 
ao, 8 ounces bathing solution 
b.. 8 ounces of water at 90°F .. 
7. Basin of ice cubes 
8. Bath ther.mometer 




1. Take equipment to bedside. Screen patient. 
2. Offer patient bedpan before starting treatment. 
3. Cover with bath blanket and fold upper bedding in folds at foot of 
bed. 
4. Remove bedgown. 
6. Protect under bedding by placing bath towel under area to be sponged. 
7. Note color, pulse and respirations. 
8.. Note teniperature of solution.. Bath should start at 80°F .. and be 
dropped to 70°F if patient can tolerate this temperature. 
9. Wring out wash cloth and sponge face and neck for two minutes. Dry. 
10. Sponge one arm and half of chest with long firm upward strobes, 
pausing in belld of elbow and axilla where large blood vessels are 
near the surface. Sponge for three minutes. Dry skin if necessary .. 
11. Sponge other arm and half of chest in same manner .. 
l2o Note pulse. Check temperature of solution. 
13. Sponge abdomen for three minutes. Dry if necessary. 
14. Note the pulse. 
15. Sponge one leg and thigh for five ~utes with long, firm, upward 
strokes. Pause under bend of"knee and in groin. Dry. 
16. Note pulse .. 
17. Sponge other leg and thigh in same manner. 
18. Note pulse .. 
19. Turn patient on side, protect bed and sponge back for six minutes. 
Dry if necessary. 
20. Note pulse .. 
21~ Keep areas not being sponged covered by bath blanket .. 
22. If at ~ time the condition of the pulse, color or shiveriDg 
indicate an unfavorable reaction, stop the application, apply 
more friction and cover the patient .. 
23. Remove the ice cap and hot Water bottle. Remove tawels .. 
24. Return patient's bed gown. 
26. Remove bath blanket and arrange upper bedding. 
26. Rearrange pillows under patient's head. Remove screen. 
27. Care for equipment as indicated. 
28.. Replace hot water bottle at feet if patient desires it. 
29. Take rectal temperature one-half hour later and record drop in 
temperature. 




1. To relieve skin irritatione 
Bran or Oatmeal Bath: 
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Place approximately two cups of bran or oatmeal in a mesh bag. 
Cover with cold water and cook for twent.y minutes. Use a utensil 
from kitchen.. Prepare bath tub of water at 96°F., place mesh bag 
of bran or oatmeal as is, into tub of water. Do not open mesh bag .. 
Keep patient in tube ten to fifteen minutes.. Pat drye 
Cornstarch J3atha 
1. :Mix one-half' pouJJd of cornstarch with two quarts of' cold 
water in a large container .. 
2.. Add sufficient amount of' boiling water, slowly until mixture 
is thick. It may be necessary to cook over a law flame f'or 
a few minutes. 
3.. Prepare a tub of cold water and slawly bring temperature up 
to 900F .. 
4.. Pour cooked cornstarch into bath water. 
5.. Keep patient in tub ten to f'if'teen minutes.. Pat drya 
Soda Batht 
1.. Measure one to three cups of soda bicarbonate. 
2. Prepare tub of' water at 98°F. Add soda bicarbonate and mix 
well .. 
3. Keep patient in tub ten to fifteen minutes. Pat dryo 
.A.f'ter Care t 
1.. Wash all utensils carefully.. Discard wastes into hoppere 
Discard mesh bag into waste barrel .. 
2.. Clean tub thoroughly. Remove all soiled linen. 
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AFTERNOON AND EVENING CARE OF PATIENT 
Purposet · 
1. To refresh the patient. 
2.. To remove causes of restlessness and sleeplessness. 
3. To judge the condition of the patient •. 
Equipment a 
1. Face basin 
2. Face towel 
3.. Wash cloth 
4., Soap 
5. Tooth brush 
6. Mouth wash cup 
7.. Mouth wash basin 
a. Bathing lotion 
Proceduret carried out before evening meal 
le Prepare equipment.. Screen patient. 
2. Offer patient bedpans 
3. Wash patient's face and hands. 
4. Give mouth care. 
5. Comb hair. 
6.. Remove binder if one worn.. Remove upper pillow .. 
7. Turn patient on side. 
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a. Unfasten gown and rub back with lotion. Rub other bo~ promdnenoes 
as.necessaryo 
9.. Brush crumbs from bed. 
10. Loosen lower bedding, tighten and tuck in .. 
11.. Replace binder if one worn. Return pillc:m .. 
12. Arra.Dge bedding. REm18ke corners. 
13. Check bedside table equipment .. 
14. Check signal corde Place within reach.. Remove screen. 
15.. Care for equipment in usual way. 
__________ _..._ _______________ ···--·-·- --· 
Prooeduret carried out following evening meal 
1. Offer patient bedpan. 
2. Give mouth care. 
3. Fill bedside carafe with fresh water. 
4. Give back care. 
6. Place extra blanket at foot of bed as necessary. 
6. Provide ventilation. 
7.. Remove flowers from room or ward. 
8. Remove nourishment glasses and tidy unit or roo~ 
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PROVISION FOR ELIMINATION 
Purpose a 
1. To place the bedpan in the proper position .. 
2.. To leave patient and bed clean and dry after removal .. 
Equipmentt 
lo Bedpan 3.. Toilet tissue 
2. Bedpan cover 
Procedure a 
1. When necessary, warm bedpan by running hot water over it. 
Dry well. 
2.. Screen patient. 
3. Fold upper bedding back at sides. Draw gown from under patient. 
4. Place bedpan cover on chair or at foot of bed. 
6., Have patient flex knees. 
6. Place one hand under coccyx, raise patient and place pan. 
7a Place signal cord and toilet tissue within easy reach .. 
a. If patient unable to care for self, remove pan, have patient turn 
on side, cover hand with several thicknesses of paper and cleanse 
anal region.. If necessary wash with soap and water. Dry. 
9., Place bedpan on chair and cover .. 
10. Arrange bed gown and bedding. Return toilet paper to bedside table. 
11.. Allow pat.ient to wash hands .. 
12.. Remove screen. 
13.. Remove bedpan to utility room. Observe contents.. Report unusual 
appearance .. 
14. Note, if contents to be saved for specimen, record properly. 
16. Place bedpan in hopper and flush. Rinse and drys 
l6a If necesear.y use hopper brush to clean bedpan. Rinse well. 
17. Return to bedside table well dried. 
Proceduret to give a urinal 
1. Remove urinal and cover from bedside table. 
2. Raise bedding at side and place urinal within reach of patient. 
3. After use, cover and remove to utility room. 
4. Make a similar report as When caring for bedpan. 
6. Wash and rinse well with cool water. Drain and dr.y outside. 
6. Return to bedside table with cover and place.inside. 
I c. 
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C,ARE OF THE HAIR 
To Comb the Hairr 
1. To note cleanliness of hair. 
2e To preserve the hair. 
3., To add to comfort of patient. 
Equipmentt 
le Comb 
2. Face towel 
3.. Ribbon or bandage 
Procedure a 
1. Cover the pillow with towel .. 
2.. Part hair in center from brow to neck. Divide into small strands .. 
3. Comb tangles from ends first.. If neoessar,r alcohol may be applied 
to remove tangles. 
4. Arrange hair becomingly about £ace. Braid according to position 
patient assumes most of the time.. Fasten braid with bandage or 
ribbon .. 
5e Remove towel, shake olean and hang on rod. Brush any loose hair 
from bed .. 
6. Leave comb olean. 
7. Note condition of scalp and hair .. 
Hair Shampoo in Bedt 
Purpose a 
1. To improve cleanliness. 
2.. To assist in removing pediculi 
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Equipmentt 
l rubber cape 7e 
1 rubber pillow case 8e 
l treatment sheet 9a 
l treatment rubber 10. 
l bath towel lle 
3 face tawels 12. 
Proceduret 
Absorbent cotton 
Small safety pins 
1 bath basin 
Newspaper 
Pitcher of soapywater 
Pitcher of clear water 
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1. Take all equipment to bedside. Screen patient. 
2. Remove cotton pillow case and replace with rubber pillow case. 
3e Fold treatment sheet to cover pillow. Arrange pillow so that it 
slants down toward right side of bed. 
4. Pin face towel around patient t s neck. 
5. Place small amount of absorbent cotton in each ear. 
6. Turn patient on left side, close to edge of bed. 
7. Protect chair with newspaper, move to head of bed and place basin 
on it. 
a. Fasten rubber cape close to patient's neck.. Arrange to form trough 
from head to basin. 
9. Place treatment rubber over patient's shoulder and tuck under edge 
of trough. 
10. Place one face towel beside patient's face.. Hang remaining towels 
on head of bed. 
l~e Bring pitchers of soapy water and clear water to bedside. 
12. Pour soapy water over hair, protecting face and eyes. 
13e Wa$h hair and scalp thoroughly, using both hands. 
14. Rinse thoroughly with clear water. 
•• 
15. Repeat several times until hair thoroughly clean andfree of 
soap. 
l6o Squeeze out water and wrap hair in bath towel. 
17. Remove wet cape. Drop into basin .. 
18.. Remove treatment ·rubber and face towel. Place on table ... 
19. Dry face, ears and neck thoroughly. 
20. Turn patient on back in comfortable position. 
21.. Spread hair over sheet... If sheet has become wet, remove and cover 
pillow with face towel .. 
22. Dry well with towel or dryer.. Comb .. 
23. Remove covering on pillow. Replace cotton pillow case .. 
24. Remove equipment to utility room. 
1J'S. Wash and dry rubber cape and pillow case. Cere for remaining 
equipment in usual manner. 
26. Chart procedure. 
TREATMENT FOR PEDICULOSlS CAPITIS, CORPORIS AND PUBIS 
Purposet 
1. To destroy pediculi 
Equipment a 
1 .. l rubber pillow case 6. cotton balls 
or rubber sheet 7 .. l solution bowl 
2. l face towel a. 1 waste basin 
3., l precaution gawn 9. l fine comb 
4 .. l precaution cap J.Oo solutiont 
5 .. l laundry bag A-200 Pyrinate 
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Procedure a 
le Carry equipment to bedside. Screen patiento Explain proceduree 
2. Put on precaution gown and cap.., 
3~ For head treatment cover pillow 'With rubber pillow case. Other 
infected areas protect mattress with rubber sheeto 
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4e Place towel under pa·cient's head or infected areas other than head. 
s. Using cotton balls, thoroughly saturated with solution, apply to 
the entire a.reae 
6. Rub area briskly with saturated cotton balls for one minute to 
insure thorough distribution of solutiono 
7. Rinse entire area. with warm water using cotton balls. 
8.. Comb hair with fine comb. 
9. Removal of equipment from units place in laundry bag all soiled 
linene 
10.. Take all equipment and laundry bag to utility room. 
11. Wrap all cotton balls in newspaper and' discard into waste barrel .. 
12. Wash solution and waste basin thoroughlye Boil ten minutes. 
l3e Wash fine tooth comb with soap and water using brushe Boil metal 
ca.mb for ten minutes; soak plastic comb in aqueous zephiran for 
thirty minutese 
l4o Wash hands thoroughlye 
l5e Tag laundry bag and send to laundry .. 
l6e Record treatment and resultse 
Notet This treatment may be repeated as often as necessary, 
using A-200 PyTina.te without danger of irritation. 
CARE. OF THE MOUTH 
1. To keep the mouth in good condition .. 
2. To keep the mouth clean and moist. 
3. To prevent disease .. 
4. To make the patient comfortable. 
Mouth Care using Toothbrusht 
Equipmentt 
1. Toothbrush 
2$ Mouthwash cup with 
solution 
3. Tooth paste 
Proceduret 
4. Emesis basin 
6. Face towel 
1. Provide necessary equipment within easy reach of the patient if 
he is able to carry out this procedure .. 
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2. Place patient's face towel in position to protect bed and bed gawn. 
3. If patient needs assistance, turn him on one side. 
4 .. · Hold toothbrush over emesis basin, pour some solution over it .. 
6., Apply tooth paste to brush .. 
a. Allow patient to brush teeth and rinse mouth with solution or water. 
?. Hold basin or adjust in convenient position for expectoration. 
8. Dry patient's fa.oee Replace articles on tables 
9. Wash and dry cup and basin thoroughly before replacing in table. 
To Give Mouth Care to very Ill Patientt 
Solutions commonly usedt 
1. Mouth wash t 
(a) 
(b) 
Antiseptic mouth ws.sht la3 parts of water 
Saline mouth wash: i teaspoon salt to 1 cup water 
I' 
2e For coated tonguea 
Equal parter hydrogen peroxide and water (a) 
{b) 
~~~ 
Equal partst hydrogen peroxide and milk of' magnesia 
Equal partst lemon juice and liquid petrolatum 
Liquid petrolatum 
Equipment a 
1 .. Tray 5e Mouth wash oup 
2e Solution to be a. Emesis basin 
used .,., Cotton applicators 
3e Small container with a. Tongue depressors 
cold cream 9 .. Drillking tube 
4. Waste container 10 .. Mouth wash solution 
Procedures 
1.. Wash hands thoroughly. P.laoe tray on bedside ta.bleo 
2. Prepare mouth wash solution in oupo 
3 .. Screen patient. Protect bed and bedgownwith f'aoe towel. 
4. Use tongue depressor to hold cheeks $WaY fro~ gums and tongue 
while cleaning the mouth .. 
5., Dip olean applicator in solution and wash teeth, gums and inside 
of' cheeks. Use applicator once and then discard. 
a., Olean tongue with f'irm strokes. If' badly coated use specially 
prepared solution. A tongue depressor covered on one end by a 
gauze sponge may be more effective than an applicator.. Gently 
remove coating. 
7.. Turn patient's head to one side .. 
a. Place mouth wash basin close to lower corner of' patient's moutho 
9.. Instruct patient to rinse mouth and expectorate into mouth wash 
basin. Use drinking tube if' possible. 




11. Apply thin layer of cold cream to dry, craoked lips. 
12. Remove screen. Remove tray to utility room .. 
13. Olean and re-equip tray. Return to patient's table .. 
14. Wash hands thoroughly. 
Care of Dentures t 
Equipmentt 
1. Mouth wash cup 3. Tooth paste 
2. Toothbrush 4. Antiseptic solution 
Prooeduret 
1. If patient can olean own teeth, follaw usual procedure. Screen 
patient to avoid embarrassment .. 
2.,. When dentures must be cdeansed by nurse, a gauze sponge may be 
used to hold teeth and to prevent dropping them. 
3. Place teeth in mouth wash cup. Take to utility room with brush, 
paste or powder. 
4. Grasp teeth firmly and clean with brush. If necessary a solution 
of equal parts of hydrogen peroxide and water ~ be used to soak 
dentures to ole~ee thoroughly. Rinse well and return to patient. 
5. Provide means for patient to cleanse gums and rinse mouth before 
replaoing teeth. .. 
SPECIAL FOOT CARE 
Purpose a 
1. To sttmnlate and maintain circulation daily in diabetic 
and circulatory cases~ so that amputation may not be 
necessary9 
2e To lubricate dry feet to prevent cracking and infection. 
Equipment• 
lo Foot tub basin 
2. Bath towel 
3. Face cloth 
Proceduret 
4. Soap 
6.. Liquid petrolatum 
6.. Cotton ball 
1. Soak feet in tub of water at 100 ... 106°F .. for twenty minutes. 
2. Wash well with soap and water. Pat until thoroughly dry. Use 
special care between toes. 
3.. Apply oil and massage feet until it is absorbed. 
4. If feet become too soft, rub oocasionallywith alcohol. 
6. Cut nails straight across as needed. 
6. Stress to patient the importance of such care, teach him to do 
it himself as condition per.mits. 
Notet Notify head nurse whenever you notice break in skin or 
evidence of infection. 
Lanolin Ointment may be substituted for liquid petrolat~ 
To apply Lanolin use a throat stick and sponges. 
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APPLIANCES TO INCBEASE THE SAFETY AND COMFORT OF THE PATIENT 
BAJ,JrAN FRAME 
Purpose a 
1.. To provide an attachment for traction end pulleys. 
2.. To provide e. trapeze by which e. patient may raise himself. 
This is e. wooden frame which is fastened to the head and foot of the 
bed~ with adjustable cross-pieces.. This frame is frequently used in 
combination with e. Bradford Frame .. 
Notet The Balkan. Frame is set up by a.nd removed by an orderly. 
BED BLOCKS - BED JACK 
Purposet 
1. To elevate the head of e. bed as ordered. 
2. To elevate the foot of e. bed as ordered .. 
1. Bed blockst Wooden blocks grooved to accommodate the wheels 
of the bed. Obtain from the Orthopedic Supply 
Room.. 
2. Bed jack: Hand ja.ok~ designed to fit bar at foot or head of 
bed to raise to the desired height .. 
Notet One hand jack is standard equipment on every ward with 
the exception of the Pediatric Department .. 
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Maximwn height hand jack will elevate bed is sixteen incheso 
BRADFORD FRAME 
Purposet 
1. To aid in the care of fracture cases. 
2. To aid in other cases where special care is needed and 
the patient is difficult to move. 
Equipment• 
1. Iron frSllle 
2. 2 sheets 




4. 2 canvas covers 
6. Wooden blocks 
6. Safety pins 
(large) 
1. Place two fracture boards (correct size for bed) at level of 
frame; one over and one under mattress. Repeat procedure at 
level of foot.of frame. Place wooden blocks on fracture boards. 
2. Cover iron frame with canvas covers~ then with smoothly folded 
sheets. 
3. Place patient on frame, elevate on wooden blocks. 
4. Arrange upper bedding to provide sufficient warmth. 
6. To obtain a Bradford Frame call Orthopedic Supply Room. · Designate 
size desired, child or adult. 
C.AliDIAC OR OVERBED TABLE 
Purposes 
1. To bring tray and other articles within easy reach of the 
patient sitting in bed. 
2• To provide relief from dyspnea by enabling patient or the 
nurse to adjust in reclining forward position. 
Procedure: 
This is a movable table which fits over the bed. One or more pillows 
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placed on the table will support «nd rest a patient who cannot lie down. 
Support, pillows at back and at sides as necessary. Pin bath ble:nket 
around shoulders for ~th. 
CRADLE BED 
Purposet 
l. To keep the weight of bedding from a sensitive part. 
2. To keep the weight of bedding from an injured part. 
Procedure• 
These frames are ma4e of wood or iron in the shape of a half hoop 
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which is placed in position on the bed before applying top linen. In 
applying upper bedding~ allow ample to oover shoulders$ A bath blanket 
may be plaoed over the injured or sensitive part of the body~ or over 
the entire body~ for extra war.mth. When apply bottom bedding~ plaoe 
the cradle on a newspaper under the bed. A sheet may be plaoed 
lengthwise acrose the top bedding~ just under the spread~ to hold the 
bedding and cradle in place. Use straight folds for sheets and 
blankets~ even with the oradle. 
DOUGHTNUT PADS 
Purpose' 
1. To remove pressure from small~ boDy prominences. 
Equipment: 
1. Sheet wadding 2. Roll of bandage 
Proceduret 
1. Fold sheet wadding into fourths~ edges inside. 
2& Wrap around fingers and make a ring~ size according to use .. 
3.. Hold firmly. Cover with two layers of bandage. 
4. Turn under edge of band(tge. Cover ri:cg third time to make neat edge .. 
5. Slip under bony prominence and fasten in place with bandage. 
bos~on Unjyerslty 
Sahoo1 o1 JLc:.:.~.ea't1or 




1. To elevate the patient's body to for.m angle of sixty to 






to promote drainage in surgical and obstetrical 
oondi tiona, 
to relieve dyspnea. in cardiac or lucg conditions, 
to lessen strain on abdominal muscles and surgical 
incisions following surgery, and 
to gradually accustom the patient to a sitting 
position. 
1. Have patient well up toward the head of the bed. 
2. Raise foot section to flex knees. Raise head section until the 
patient is in a semi-sitting position. 
3.. Support the small of the back, head and arms with pillows as 
necessary. Avoid a ~oo e.oute angle. 
4. Readjust position as often as necessary to maintain good position. 
FRACTURE BOA!ID 
Purpose: 
1. To provide a fir.m support for a patient with a fractUre. 
2. To provide a fir.m support for a patient with other types 
of orthopedic trauma. 
Proceduret 
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1. Type At fracture board is make of two pieces·of plywood hinged 
together to make one board, the full size of the hospital: bed.. This 
is placed between the spring and mattress to prevent the latter from 
sagging when motion must be reduced to a minimum, as in fracture of c 
the pelvis or hip. 
2. Type Ba fracture boards are approximately six inches wide and 
thirty-sis inches longu Several~ as desired~ are used at one 
e time .. 
3 .. In conjunction with a fracture board, either type A orB it is 
always necessary to use a hair mattress, which is obtained by 
calling the Housekeeping Department. 




lo To absorb excretions from the bladder and rectum when they 
are discharged involuntarily. 
Notet Incontinent pads are obtained from the storeroom• 
KNEE ROLL 
Purpose a 
1.. TO' prevent patient from slipping down in bed~ when backrest 
is used., 
2. To support knees thus relieviDg strain on abdominal musclese 
Equipment a 
1. Feather pillow 
2.. Sheet 
Procedures 
3. Rubber pillow case 
le Cover pillow~th rubber pillaw case. Apply cotton pillow case. 
2. Fold pillow through the center. Expel air from pillow case .. 
3. Place diagonally across the open sheet and roll sheet around 
pillow. Keep sheet tight and smooth. 
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4. Twist ends of sheet tightly. Loop until ready to use. 
5o Slip roll under knees of patient. Bring it well up against the 
buttooks~for support. 
6. Place twisted ends of sheet through the spring, higher than the 
level of the patient. Tie securely on both sides of the bed. 
RUBBER RING - AIR FOAM RING 
Purpose a 
1. To eliminate pressure from spine or bony prondnence. 
Procedure a 
1. Inflate rubber ring to pliable stage. 
2. Air foam, obtain desired size. 
3. Cover either type with pillow case. 
4. Place ring under patient with weight removed from portion of 
body that is tender. Adequately cover valve on inflated type 
to protect patient. 
SAND BAGS 
Purpose• 
1. To limit motion. 
2. To afford support to an injured part. 
Procedure• 
1. Before use cover, gauze for small size, pillaw case for larger 
size. 
2.. These begs are made of heavy ticking, filled with sand. Always 




lo To hold applications, ieee surgical dressings, splints, 
and poultices in placeo 
2o To afford support, limit motion and apply pressureo 
Important Points to Remember 1 
1. Select correct type and sizet straight, scultetus or 
T bindero 
2. Have patient flat while binder is being appliede 
3e Place binder in correct positiont pin to fit, keep smooth 
and right in placee 
4.. Hold binder in place with straps when necessary. Adjust 
binder at least twice daily. 
6. Use small pins for tucks and straps. 
STRAIGHT BINDERt May be used for breast or for an abdominal binder 
Proceduret Abdominal 
le Select correct size for patient. Have patient lie flato 
2. Fanfold half ~f binder; place close to patient. Have patient 
raise hips, pull through with center of binder at mid-line of 
back. Be sure it is well down under hips .. 
3.. Bring both ends of binder to median line in front. Pin tightly 
in center, then pin at lawer edge and work upo 
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4. Place pins horizontally, pin length apart, to top in a straight line. 
6. Fit binder to patient using small pins fastened vertically at sideso 
6., Apply perineal straps to lower edges of binder at center front .. 
Slip under thighs, fasten to lower edge on both sides. 
Procedures Breast 
1. Prepare patient and binder as in previous procedure. Ask the patient 
to support breastso 
2.. Pin at center first~ then toward top and from center dawn to 
bottom in a straight line. 
3.. Make darts with small pins so that binder fits smoothly .. 
4.. Apply shoulder straps from center back to front .. 
SOULTETUS BINDER 
Procedure a 
1.. Select binder that is large enough to allow tails to overlap 
sufficiently .. 
2.. Place binder under patient in same manner as for straight binder .. 
3. Arrange strips or tails flat on bed. 
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4. Fold tails snugly across the abdomen, alternati:cg from side to side. 
Begin at bottom and work to top overlapping each tail about half its 
width over the preceding one .. 
5 .. Pin.ends of the last two straps at the centers 
T BINDER 
Procedure' 
1. Place belt around patient's waist, with wide strap of binder at 
2. Bring between thighs over perineum to hold dressing securely in 
place. 
3. Pin to belt. 
Notea The T Binder is shaped like the letter "T" and is used to 
retain perineal dressiDgs.. Divided "T11 binders are for 




1. To hold applications, surgical dressings or splinte in place. 
2. To afford support. 
3. To control bleediDgo 
4. To reduce swelling. 





4.. Rubber . 
6. Rubber and wool 
Widths and Lengthsr 
1 .. Finger 
2. Hand 
3. Head 
4 .. Extremities 
6 .. Foot 






Important Points to Rame.mbert 
6. Elastic-ace bandage 
7.. Rubber and silk 
8. Crinoline 
9. Plaster of Paris 













5.. Figure of eight 
6. Spica 
7.. Recurrent 
1. Stand directly in front of the patient. 
2. The part to be bandaged should be well supported. 
3. Hold the roll uppermost 'When applying a bandage .. 
4. Hold bandage firmly to avoid dropping it .. 
5e Make all turns in the same direction. 
6. Anchor bandage with two . oircular turns at the start. 




8.. Fasten by pinning with small safety pin, adhesive tape, clip 
or tying. 
9.. The f'or.m of' bandage used will be dependent upon the part of' the 
body bandaged and the purpose the bandage is being applied fore 
SLING 
Purposet 
1.. A sling is a. triangular bandage used to support the 
hand, forear.m and elbow .. 
Equipment a 
1.. Sling 
2.. Safety pins 
Proceduret 
1& Flex the forear.m and place in the center of the sling .. 
2. Carry the outer end of the sling over the ar.m and tie it a.t the 
back of' the neck or on the shoulder to the inner end, a.f'ter 
drawing this up between the a.r.m and the cheat. 




LIFTING AND MOVING PATIENTS 







Before preparing patient have object to which patient is 
to be lifted ready and in position. 
Be sure bed is secure. Lock wheels or have held by another 
person .. 
Be sure patient is warmly covered., 
Have enough assistance to avoid accidents .. 
When worki:cg with a team, have leader direct procedure. 
Bend, keepi:cg back straight, to avoid ba.ok strain .. 
TO ASSIST FROM BED TO CHAIR 
Equipment a 
1. Rubber pillow case 
2. Porch blanket 
3.. Bathrobe 
4. Slippers 
Procedure: one nurse - patient able to stand 
1.. Place porch blanket crosswise over chair so it may be used to 
envelop patient .. 
2. Protect pillawwith rubber pillow case .. Place in chair. Place 
second pillow against back of chair with open end downward .. 
3. Place chair faci:cg head of bed .. 
4. Screen patient. Dress with bathrobe, slippers.. (Only use bath 
blanket if no bathrobe available). 
5., If patient getting up for first time, take pulse. Allow to sit 
on edge of bed for a few minutes before moving to chair .. 
6. Place left ar.m under patient's ar.m and across back; right ar.m of 
patient across nurse's shoulder. 
7., Support patient while he steps to floor. Make a half turn. Lower 
into chair. 
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a •. Wrap patient with blanket. Place chair as desired by patientG 
9. Remove screen. Re-arrange bedding. 
10. Ob$erve patient's reaction. Do not per.mit to be oome overtired. 
As. a general rule, if the first time out of bed, allaw to stay up 
no, longer than twenty minutes. 
llo To.return patient to bed place chair facing head of bed. 
12. Screen patient. Remove blanket. 
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13. Support patient while he regains a standing position. Make a half 
turn to aide of bed. 
14. Help patient well up over edge of mattress on to 'bed. Remove 
slippers. 
16. Return pillows to bed. Remove rubber pillow case .. 
· 16.. Turn patient. on bed.. Remove bathrobe. Cover .. 
17.. Return patient's clothing and equipment to proper place .. 
Procedures two nurses - lifting patient 
1 •. Prepare patient and chair as in.previous procedureJ plus leaving a 
space between bed and chair for standing roo~ 
2. Standing on either side of the.patientt 
a. First Nurset place one arm acrose patient's back to 
farther axilla, the other ar.m under the 
patient's knees. 
b. Second Nurse: place one ar.m around patient's waist, 
other arm under knees grasping hand of 
first nurse .. 
3. . Instruct patient to place one arm over shoulder of each nurse. 
4. The nurse near the chair steps backward, to farther side, as other 
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nurse moves forward into the space between chair and bed. 
6. Lower patient carefully into chair.. Cover with blanket .. 
6.. Make same observations and give same care as in previous procedure .. 
Procedure: wheelchair 
1.. Prepare chair as in procedure "~o Assist from Bed to Chair," also 
patient.. Arrange footrest close to chair. 
2.. Place patient in chair as described in previous procedure. 
HAVE ~HIRD PERSON HOLD CHAIR, 
3.. Instruct patient to sit well back in chair. Arrange footrest 
comfortably. Warm patient that bending too fe.r forward will cause 
chair to tip. 
4.. Have chair held before muving patient back to bed .. 
6. Never allow patient to step on footrest, always have turned up .. 
TO LIFT FROM BED TO STRETCHER 
Proceduret 
1.. Place head of stretcher at right angle opposite foot of bed. Leave 
three feet between stretcher and bede 
2. Cover patient with bath bla.Dket, folded double, le:cgthwise. Turn 
upper beddiDg to foot of bed. 
3~ Tuck blanket around patient.. Leave ar.ms free. Draw patient to 
side of bed .. 
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4.. Instruct patient to place arms around neck of nurse; nurse places 
her ar.ms well under the patient's shoulders and back. Support ~ee.d. 
Assisti:cg nurse places ar.ms under buttocks and legs .. 
5. Lift together. Turn toward food of bed. Place patient on 
stretcher gently. 
6. Cover with blanket. Fasten safety strap. 
Notet Stretcher may be placed pa~allel with side of bed if 
patient able to get over onto stretcher unassisted. 
TO MOVE FROM BED TO BED 
Procedurer 
1. Prepare clean bed as for helpless patient. 
2. Cover patient with bath blanket. Entirely remove upper 
bedding from bed number one. 
3. Fold both edges of drawsheet close to patient. 
4. Place beds side by side. 
s. Together, two nurses, reachiDg acrose grasp the drawsheet with 
both hands. A third nurse guides the patient from the opposite 
side .. 
6. Pull the patient, on drawsheet, to clean bed~ Cover with 





1. To increase circulation in the legs and feet. 
Equipment: 
1. Inclined plane at an angle of 45° to 60° (straight-backed . 
chair or specially constructed board). Latter is obtained 
from the central supply. 
2. Bath blanket to pad inclined plane. 
3. Watch 
4. Woolen blanket_, approxima.tely one by one yard square .. 
Procedure a 
1. Pad inclined plane with several thicknesses of the bath blanket. 
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2. Place the inclined plane at·the foot of the bed so that its lawest 
point will reach the patient's mid thigh. 
3. Keep watch in sight at all times. 
4. Instruct the patient to exercise his legs and feet as follawsr 
Position Ia 
a. Instruct patient to lie on his back with his legs 
resting upon the inclined plane. 
b. Maintain position for one minute, or until feet 
thoroughly blanched. · 
Position IIa 
a. Have patient sit on edge of bed with legs ha.Dgi:cg over 
side .. 
b. Exercise the feet and toes as follows in this position: 
(l) Flex ankles downward., then upward. 
(2) Rock feet inward_, then outward. 
(3) Spread toes apart, then close. 
c. Continue these exercises in this order for one minute_, 
or until the feet become flushed. 
Position IIIs 
a. Return patient to recumbent position lying flat 
on hie back.. Plaoe the legs horizontally on the 
bed and wrap in a woolen blanket.. If Qrdered by 
the physician~ a hot water bottle may be used 
with the blanket. 
b.. Maintain this position for one minute. 
Notea These three position~ holding each for two 
or three minutes !1 depending on fatigue, one 
promptly following the other, constitute one 
cycle of the Buerger-Allen Exercise. 
s. Repeat this cycle three to siX times at each session. Deter.mine 
the number of repetitions by the degree of fatigue caused anq by 
the general condition of the patient. 
6. The number of sessions to be repeated daily is specified by the 
physician .. 
7. Record the procedure.. Note carefully the changes which occurred 
in the color of the toes and feet during the following exercises 
and the patient's reactions to the exercises. 
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TOURNIQ.UET TBERA.PY FOR ACUTE PULMONARY EDEMA. 
Purpose a 
1.. To slow venous return to the heart .. 
Important Pointsa 
1. Tourniquets should not be applied too tightly, otherwise 
arterial circulation may be obliterated. 
2. When fastening tourniquet avoid bruising skin by pinching. 
3. On ar.m blood pressure cuff may be substituted .. 
4. Release one tourniquet at a time. More than one tourniquet 
released at a time defeats the purpose of the procedure. 
Procedure a 
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1.. Place one twenty-four inch tourniquet ~dway under each upper anne 
2. Place one thirty inch tourniquet under mid portion of each thigh .. 
3. Apply tourniquets, by single loop method, in position indicated 
in quarter-hour diagram, nearest the time treatment is started, 
as follows: 
Position I Position II Position III Position IV 
hourt 15 hour: 30 hourt 45 hourt 60 




a. Release one tourniquet every fifteen minutes, 
rotate clockwisee 
b. After releasillg tourniquet, leave in place .. 
To discontinue procedure: 
a.. Release one tourniquet every fifteen minutes 
until all tourniquets are releasedo 
bo Check pulse after removal of ea.oh tourniquet 
and record .. 
7. Record procedure and include psychological effect on the patient .. 
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Important Points t 
le All nurses are responsible for records until they are delivered 
to the Record Boom .. · 
2.. A record may :never be taken from a ward witht!)ut permission of 
the Director of the Hospital .. 
General Directionst 
1. Print or write plainly all entries IN INK. No erasures. 
2.. Xeep all records up to date, neat, accurate and complete. 
3. Spell correctly. 
4. Enter dates completelyt JDOnth, day, year .. 
5. Pay particular a-ttention to names. always use full nsme. 
6., Complete chart headiDgs on all sheets lUhen :mald.Eg out 
admission chart ... 
7.. Chart covers are IDade by entering only the patient t s fw.ll 
name, doctor•s name and hospital DUmber. 
Order of Record as Xept on Warde 
lo Chart cover 
2. Clinical Sheet 
3.. Laboratory report 
4.. Bedside notes 
6.. History sheet; progress sheet 
6.. ·Anesthesia sheet 
7.. cnothes slip 
a. Admission slip 
9.. Face sheet 
10. Special sheets 
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DIRECTIONS FOR THE USE OF THE MEDICATION SHEET 
le Every doctor's order is to be written on the medication sheet and 
is to be signed by the doctor. Ever, telephone order temporarily 
entered by a nurse mnst be signed for by the doctor on his next visit. 
2e .All nurses t entries on the medication sheet are in red h1k. 
3. When a standing order tor a medicatio:n is written~ the head Dnrse or 
charge nurse 'Will enter in the column at the left of the order the 
letter "T" with the tilDe and her initials. !his indicates a medicine 
ticket has been made to start the routine to assure regular 
admimstration. 
4. The nurse who administers the first dose ot a medication makes a 
:note in the right hand column to show that ailministration has been 
started. 
5. Record in the right hand colu:mn of the medication sheet_ evecy 
administration ot a stat medicat~on and every administration ot a 
narcotic on a by the clock order at the time you give it. 
6. When a number of orders have been written tor a patient, it w.i.ll not 
be possible to make all nurses' entries tor administration ot p.r.n. 
narcotics opposite the order. In this case record administration 
under date when it is given. P.r.n. orders hold tor seventy=two hours. 
1. The nurse who accompanies a doctor when he writes an order will enter 
the name of the patient on a sheet kept tor this purpose on the out-
side cover ot the Dootorts Order Book. This indicates to the other 
nurses that a new order has been written • 
• 
a. When aa order is omitted ~he date is to be entered opposite the 
original order and must be signed by the dootore 
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9. When an order, other than for medication is written, transfer the 
order to the Xardex, if it is to be carried out by the nurses. If 
it is an order for Laboratary work or for Xray, :make out the 
requisitions and on the medication sheet check in the right hand 
column, opposite the order, ordered, requisitioned, booked or done. 
' 
DIRECTIONS FOR USE OF KABDEX 
Equipment a 
lo Xardex form 
2. Kardex sheets 
Procedure a 
S$ Xray film. cover 
4. Glass pencil 
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1. There :must be a sheet for ee.oh patient. Assign spe.oes to correspond 
with census board. 
2.. !he nurse who admits a new patient starts a new Kardex sheet with 
identifying data .. 
3.. Write day orders in black, night orders in red.. State specific time 
for ee.oh order to be carried out .. 
4. U'se a separate line for each order, write date ordered at the 
laegjnning of the line .. 
5, As soon as you have carried out an order, indicate with a check mark 
and your initials beside the heur" Use glass pencil and mark en 
Xray· film cover$ 
e. When you carry out a p.ren$ order, enter time with the check mark 
amd your initials .. 
'1 o When an order is disoontinu.ad, ru.la one line through it. 
8$ Stat orders are not transferred to the Kardex Sheet" 
9. The charge nurse will check the Xardex at frequent intervals to keep 
it up to data and to enter new orders.. She will cheek each student 
as she reports of dut.y in regard to treatments and medications given. 
16.. At eight a..m.. the charge nurse will liiBke final check for the previous 
twrenty-=fG~ur hours, dry wipe all covers to remove checks a.nd start new dq. 
11. When ~ cancelled orders have aooumnl~ted on one sheet, 
the charge DlU'se should start a new sheet for the patient. 
12. When a patient is discharged make two &r three vertical 
lines through the sheet to eanoel it. Use reverse side 
for another patient. Discard after use. 
SYMBOLS TO BE USED ON IWIDEX 
1. When a patient may need bedside :notes oooasiona.lly but not 
constantly, write "B.N. p.r.n." on upper left side of card. 
2. When a patient is placed on the danger list, write· "D.,L." in 
red after his name. When he is taken off the danger list rule 
one black line through these letters. 
3. Write the dosage of every medication except narcotics on the 
Kardex. 
4. When a medicine is ordered every other day, write the specific 
dates for a week in advance. After this time has expired rewrite 
the it~ 
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.ADMINISTBATION OF MEDICINES 
Purpose; 
1. !l!o insure the accurate, prompt, e:ffecient administration 




1; Medicines are kept in a medicine closet which is kept locked at a.ll 
times .. 
2. Oils should be kept in a cool place. Refrigeration increases the 
palatability and prevents decomposition~ 
3. Contents of" medicine closet checked daily to maintain S'tl;PPlY of" stock 
drugs. 
4. All poisons should be clearly- labeled. 
5. Narcotics are kept in a separate, locked, compartment within the 
medicine closet .. 
6. Drug labels must never be changed except by the Pharmacist. 
?; Medicine closet cleaned completely daily~ 
a. No nurse ma.y administer any- medication poured or prepared by another. 
9.. Do not talk or become distracted while pouring medications .. 
10.. .All medications must be accurately- measured with the proper utensils. 
11. All medications must be accurately measured with the proper graduates 
(liquid) .. 
12.. Medications should never be mixed unless specifically ordered. 
13" No medication, dry or liquid, may be returned to its container" 
14~ The label on a.ll medications should be rea.d three times. 
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15. A medication never may be left at a bedside • 
. 
16.; All medications are to be given by mouth, unless otherwise ordered. 
-
17.; Check name on medicine card with patient; before giving medication. 
18.; All liquid medications should be well shaken before pouring. 
19. Telephone. and verba.:t medication orders may be taken only by the 
charge nurse. The nurse will. si~ the name of the doctor giving 
the order and her own initials below the order. 
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METHODS OF ADMINISTBA.TION 
:By M9uth 
Procedure: (includes oral medications excluding narcotics) 
,; 
1. GQ to the medicine closet, select card for medication wlrl.ch is 
to be administered. Ohee~ with order; 
2. Return to medicine closet; place oard on shelf in front of you~ 
Wash hands. Prepare tra.y-. 
3. ~o prepare medication; 
a., Bead patient's name; name of medioa.tion and dosage on 
medicine card. 
b. Find correct container. 
c. Bead the label. 
d., C:heck name of drag a.nd dosage with medicine oard. 
Liquid: 
1. Bead label. 
2~ Bemove cover. 
3; Pour medication into medicine glass from 
side opposite label. 
4. J.te.;.eheck labele 
s; Wipe bottle if necessary-. 
6~ Replace cap. 
7; Beturn to shelf. 
a. Place medicine card in standing position 
in medicine glass cover. 
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Tablet: 
1.. Read. label., 
2. .Remove cover .. 
3., Pour tablet or tablets into medicine 
glass cover~ 
. I 
4. ~check label~ 
5., Replace cover;. · 
I 
6~ Return to shelf., 
7., Place medicine card in standing position 
in medicine· glass cover .. 
4. R~eat this procedure until all medications are poured., 
5. Fill pitcher on medicine tray- with water. 
6. Lock medicine closet., Return keys to charge nurse. 
7., At bedside: · 
a.. Repeat name of patient for whom medication is 
intended. 
b~ Watch patient take medication. 
c., Place medicine card: in horizontal position 
on medication tray. 
d~ Repeat this procedure with all medications. 
e~ Never leave· a medication at a bedside .. 
8. Return medicine tray to medicine closet_. Wash and set up tray 
readY for use. 
9. Record time administered; name of medication and dosage; 
method of administration; reason for medication and signature. 
Narcotics by mouth 
Procedure: -
1~ Obtain permission to give medication • 
.2. Check time of previous dose &ld time ·.elapsed. 
3. Check original ord~r for: : 
a.. da.1;e order wri'l!ten; (must be renewed every 72 hours). 
b. dosage, freq~ncy and channel of administration. 
c~ time previous dose administered. 
4. Obt~n bottle of narcotic. 
5.. Cheek bottle with order, name ~ dosage. 
s. Check bottle and order with charge nurse. 
7~ Prepare medication. 
8.~ l3efore returning bot'f!le to narcotic closet, recheck dosage of 
bottle with charg~ nurse. 
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9. At bedside: r~eat name o~ patient before administering medication. 
10. Recordt time administered; name of medication; dosage; method 
of administration; reason for admin~stra.tion and name. 
RIPODEHMIO INJECTION 
Plupose: 
1, !eo obtain prompt action of a druge 
2. To administer a. drug when it may not be taken by mouth. 
Equipment: 
Tray with: 
1. Container with Zephiran sponges 4. 
2. ~ontainer with dry sterile 5• 
·sponges 6. 
3., .Vial o:f sterile water (50 eo) 
Procedure: 
Syringe and needle 
Sterile spoon 
Waste container 
1._ Bead order and obtain stock bottle of medicationt carry to tray. 
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2.. Open package containing sterile spoon. P_lace spoon, ready for use 
on tray. 
3., Open syringe and assemble. 
4. Bemove cotton plug from ~terile needle container. Insert syringe 
into needle container, :fit syringe into hilt, of needle. Leave in 
needle container. 
5. Place one dry sponge on tray. 
6. With an aqueous zephiran sponge, wipe off vial of sterile water. 
Discard. 
7.. With assembled syringe and needle, withdraw desired amount of sterile 
water. Slowly expel into spoon. 
8. Carefully detach needle from syringe and place on dry sponge with 
tip of needle in center of sponge. 
9., Place tip of syringe into glass needle container. 
10. Read label of medication. Pour tablet into cap of bottle, drop 
into spoon .. 
11. Carefully dissolve pill by using tip of syringe.. Dissolve the 
medication completely~ 
12. Draw solution into syringe. 
13.. Attach needle to syringe and lay syringe, down with tip of needle 
in the center of the dry sponge. 
14. Cover needle with aqueous zephira.n sponge ready to carry to bedside. 
15. Reread label on medication bottle, re-cheCk doctor's order and return 
bottle to cabinet. Lock cabinet. 
16. Take medication to -bedside. Identify patient by name. 
17. Select ·site for injection. Wipe area with moist ~onge .. 
18. Jllx.pel air from syringe by holding vertically and by advancing plunger 
until fluicl comes to point of needle. 
19. Grasp flesh firmly on the site selected. 
skin quickly at -a fort~five degree angle. 
Insert needle through the 
Withdraw needle slightly 
and inject solution slowly • .at the same time relaxing pressure on part. 
20. :Remove needle quickly, massage area. with circular motion to f'a.eilitate 
entrance of' drug to circulation. 
21. Rinse syringe thoroughly in cleansing solution; remove needle from 
syringe, leave plunger halfway in barrel. Place syringe and needle 
in pan to soak in solution prepared for needles and syringes. 
22. Chart medication administered. 
HYPODERMIC INtl]JOTION 
Drugs in Solution in Sterile Ampule 
1. Obtain needle ~d syringe as in procedure. 
2.. Wash off top of ampule with a sponge, file neck, wipe again 
with sponge and break off at neck. 
3., Attach needle to syringe and insert into. amp.ule carefully .. 
4. Draw solution into syringe and proceed. 
Drags in Solution in Bnbber Stoppered Vial 
1.. · Obtain syringe and needle as in procedure. 
2.. Wash off stopper thoroughly with sponge. 
3.. Fill syringe with amoun.t of air equal to amoun.t of metiication 
desired. 
4.. Insert needle through stopper and invert bottle. Force 
air into vial~ 




hqlortant Points to Remember: 
1~ Safety depends 1lpon: · 
. ' 
a. Ya.intaining aseptic technique. 
bo Selecting suitable site £or injection. 
Ce Testing to make certain. that needle is not in a 
blood vessel before injecting medication. 
~. Accuracy of dosage. 
a. Effectiveness depends upon: 
a. Introduction of all medication. 
b. Site of injection~ 
3. Comfort for the patient depends upon: 
a. Position permitting relaxation of the mnscle. 
b., Q,ttick and skillful introduction and withdrawal. of the 
needle. 
4. Site of injectio:n depends upon: 
a. Nature of medication to be administered. 
b., .Amount of medication to be administered. 
INTRAMUSCULAR .ADMINIS!'BATION OF MEDICATION 
Purpose: 
1. To inject a large amount of fluid or drllg. 
2. To inject a drug that is irritating. 
3. To inject a drug not easily absorbed otherwise. 
Equipment: 
1, Sterile syringe 3.. .Aqueous Zephiran sponge 
2.; 2o-22 gauge needle 4.. Medication 
li inches long 
Procedure: 
l. Obtain medicine card. Cheek information in proper way~ 
2.. Check medicine card with medication. 
3. Prepare syringe and needle. Cleanse ampule or ra.bber stoppered 
vial with sponge .. 
4.. Fill syringe with slightly more medication than required dose. 
5. Holding syringe in a vertical. position, eject air and excess 
medication .. 
6.. Cover needle with sponge. 
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7. At approach to 'bedside, repeat name of patient for whom medication 
is intended before administration. 
a. Screen patient. Place patient in prone position. Expose buttocks. 
9. Standing at patient's side, ~w two imaginary lines over the 
buttock to be injected: 
a. Horizc;>ntal, from the top of the g'luteal. fold to crest of 
ileum. . 
b. LongitudinaJ., midway between gluteal :fold and iliac crest~ 
10. Cleanse area in upper outer quad.ra.n.t. Eject air from syringe. 
11~ Place the left hand fiat u;poa the buttock and with firm pressure draw 
the S'llperficial tissue downward toward the thigh.. .Ask patient to 
take deep breath. 
12. While patient inhaling, insert the needle into the upper and outer 
quadrant with a quick plunge at a ninety degree angle. 
13. Steady' syringe with left hand and pull. plunger upward with. the 
right hand to determine presence of needle in a blood vessel. 
e If blood appears in syringe? withdraw and repeat procedure one 
centimeteror more from first site .. 
14. If needle is in muscle tissue, inject slowl.y. 
15. Remove needle, apply pressure with S:penge~ Massage area gently 
to aid in absorption. 
16. Replace bedclothes and make patient comfortable. Unscreen unit., 
· 17. Chart time, medication, amount, method of administration, site 
and your signature. -
18. Note: alternate injections between the right and left buttock. 
The deltoid mu.scle may be used if the gluteal muscle is notably 






liiEDICA!L'ION .ADMINISTERED RJ!lOT.ALLY 
Note: Medication by rectum is administered by retention enema and 
by su;ppositories.. · 
Equipment: (for administration of su;ppository) 
1.. B.eetal tray 
2.. Su;pposi tory in sponge 
Procedure: 
1. Take equipment to bedside. 
2. Screen patient. 
3. Turn patient on side, if possible. 
4. Put on ra.bber glove. 
5. Lubricate su;ppository and index finger of glove .. 
6. Insert su;ppository as far as t"inger will reach.. Tapered end of 
suppository is introduced first. 
7.. Instruct patient to remain quiet until the desire to expel the 
suppository has passed. 
a. Chart medication amd time administered. 
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USE OF NEBULIZER FOR INHALATION 
Purpose: 
1. To provide medicated "mist" :for inhalation and lung-
t~blood-stream penetration and absorption. 
Equipment: 
1. Nebulizer 4. Syringe 
2. lmbber tubing 5. Medication 
3. Tank of o~gen 6. Glass nyu tube 
Procedure: 
1. Assemble equipment at bedside• 
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2. Place medicated solution in vaporizer• Level of medication should 
not reaCh the glass tube. Use care not to tip the vaporizer to 
prevent fluid from running into tubing. 
3. Attach nebulizer in patient 1 s mouth.. If patient able to su;pport 
nebu1izer, allow to do so.. Instruct patient to keep lips closed 
over nebulizer .. 
4. Connect the rubber tubing to oxygen tank. 
5. Turn on gauge at sever or eight liters .. 
6. Instruct patient to hold gingerly and place finger over open end 
of glass nyn tube whe:m. in.ha.ling and release it when exhaling. 
?. Leave patient in a comfortable position for duration of treatment. 
a. At completion of treatment turn off oxygen and remove nebUlizer by 
disconnecting rubber tube at tank. 
9. Wash nebulizer the>roughly and dry. Place nebulizer in container 
and leave at bedside ready for next treatment. 
10. Label remaining solution concentration and mark for use in nebulizer. 
PODTS TO OBSERVE IN MAINTAINING ASEP-TIC TECHNIQUE 
Use sterile transfer forceps to remove sterile articles 
from containers. 
Immerse sterile transfer forceps as far as possible in Zephiran 
Solution in transfer foroep h~lderse 
3. Fasten clamp on transfer forceps When removing or returnimg them 
to the holder te avoid contact with the rim. It the transfer 
torcep becomes contaminated, it mnet be boiled ten minutes before 
returning to the holder. 
4. Always hold transfer forceps with the points downward. 
5e Invert covers of sterile containers only when necessary to lay 
them down while removing articles :from containers.· otherwise, 
hold above ooata.iner with sterile side dOTIDW'B.rd. Replace i:mmediate4"• 
6. De not attempt to remove er to put a large nmnber of spoDges through 
the mouth of the jar at one t:ilne, as some .. of them will become 
contaminated by contact with the rim. 
7. It there is amy question of contamination, consider the article 
unsterile and discard ite Never take a chance. 




Instruot patient to keep his hands away :from the field or equipment. 
Use sponge tor only one stroke in washing an area and then discard. 
To open dry sterile goodsa 
a.. Rold the package in left hand, fastening uppermeste 
b. Remove the pin and place in -bray provided. 
o. Fold baek the corDers of the cover without 
contaminatiDg the contents by touclrl.ng the 
inside of the srappinge 
da Remove the dressing with a sterile instrument 
or drop onto a sterile fielda 
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l2e When an antiseptic or sterile solution is being used in a dressing, 
pour a small portion of solution from the container into the dressing 
basin. This is done to cleanse the rime of the bottle or flask 
before using. 
6ARE GIVEN WOUND A1ro SURROUNDING AREA. 
1. If dressing is adherent to wound3 moi~ten with ~t saline sponge u:atil 
it comes away from the wotmd easily and without damage to new tissue. 
2. Remove adhesive tape by holding skin taut with one hand and pulling 
adhesive qUickly and firmly toward the wounda Remove remnant ot 
adhesive with benzene. 
3. W•sh the area from the woumd outward with alcohol or zephiren. 
4a Apply sufficient dressiDg to care for draiDSge at the lowest area to 
which it will gravitate. 
6. tJse Montgomery straps when area requires frequent dressing to prevent 
skin irritation due to repeated removal of adhesive tape. 
RAND SOmJ.B FOR S!I'ERILE PROCEDURE ON !mE OLINIOAL UNITS 
Equipment:· 
le Olean brushes 
2 .. Watch 
3. Soap .;. Gll 
Procedure: 
1. Boil one hand brush £or ten minutes. Drain off water and 
take to scrab sink: in container in which boiled .. 
2. Olean nails and aaticle with ~rangewood stiek. 
3. Insert ends of nails into soap bar to force soap 'Wl.der ends of 
fingernails .. 
4. Wash hands and arms thoroughly with soap under running water 
and rinse. 
5. Soap the brush.. Place the soap on the back of the brushe 
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6. Scrub both hands. Starting at the finger tips, work systematically 
between the fingers up the wrist and to the elbow, concentrating 
on the handse Binse frequently. Scrub 'for one and on~hal.f 
minutes on each hand ... 
7. Drop soap into the soap dish. 
a. Binse hands and brush thorougb.lye 
9. !!!urn faucet with brush or with dry sterile towel. 
10. Point hands upwards while going to the bedside., 
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TBE DBESSING OF WOtmDS 
Purpose a 
1. To cleanse wounds. 
2. To protect wounds. 
3. To absorb discharges. 
4. To apply- medication. 
5. To provide pressure. 
Equipment a 
1. Surgical cart .tully- equipped 
Procedures 
1. Take surgical cart to bedside. 
2. Screen the patient. 
3. Place the patient in comfortable position with hands ewe:y from 
field of dressing. 
4. The arrangement. of bedding will depend upon the area. to be dressed. 
Fold beddil!g neatly awe.y from this area, exposing patient a.s little 
a.s possible. 
5. Open binder. 
6. Provide a sterile field, either on the bed or on the shelf of the 
dressing cart, by openiDg and. placing a sterile towel. 
7. Using transfer forceps, place the instrument to be used on the sterile 
field with handles toward tbs edge, pointing toward the doctor. Do 
not let transfer forceps touch the towel. 
8. Place sponges on the field. 
9. When soiled dressings are removed, place in dressing basin. 
10. To moisten spoDges with alcohol or 8JlY other solution, hold with 
instrument over basin and pour solution over t~ 
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11. As the dressing proceeds. provide all instruments and materials as 
needed. lifting with transfer foroeps and plaoiDg on .sterile field. 
12. Place discarded instruments in basin. 
13. Apply binder or bandage to hold dressing in place. 
14. Relllove used equipment to .utility room.. 
a. Place soiled gauze in gauze pail. 
b. Wrap other dresei!lgs in newspaper and discard in waste pail. 
Ch Clean instruments. boil ten minutes and return to sterile 
instrument tray on surgical cart. 
d. Wash dressillg basin and instrument basin thoroughly. 
e. Discard soUed towels in laUI!dry. 
f. Replenish sqpplies. 
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OABE OF SURGICAL CART 
1. Daily care of the surgical c~ should be done at night. 
2. Scrub all instrmnents, boil ten minutes, dry -with a sterile towel, 
double thickness and place in freshly boiled covered instrument t~. 
3. Damp dust shelves of cart daily aad chtmge covers as necessary. 
4. Replenish cans of sterile towels, sponges, abdominal pads on the 
ea.rt every morning .. 
s. Replenish boric strips at least every two weeks. 
6. Check and replenish supplies on all shelves. 
7. Wash, scrub and boil ten~tes basins for dressings and.soiled 
instruments. 
CARE OP SCISSORS 
Equipment a 
le Covered pan with Zephira.n Chloride 
· Solution lt 1000 
2. Scissors 
Procedure a 
1. Wash seissors e.tter use, with soap and water. Dry thoroughly. 
2. Submerge scissors in Zephiren Chloride Solution, with blades open 
for a mi:ni'IMUll of thirty minutes. 
3e Handle scissors with sterile transfer forceps. Use directly from 
solution. Exposure to air makes sterilization ineffective. 
4. Five.ry SUDday1 discard Zephirsn Solution, wash pan in "ft\l""I1 soap 
end water, dry. Line pan with a folded gauze sponge and provide 
tresh solution. Use enough to cover scissors entirely. 
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CARE OF SlliiNGES AND NEEDLES 
Equipment: 
1. 1 square enamel . pan 
2. 1 bottle cleaning powder 
(use i teaspoon to 1 pint water) 
Procedure: 
1. Open a 4x4 sponge and spread on,bottom of pan. 
2. Fill pan with warm water and add correct amount of cleaning powder. 
3. As needles and syringes are used~ flush cleaning solution through. 
them thoroughly. 
4. Bem0ve needle from syringe and leave to soak in s0lut ion. 
5. Leave plunger halfway in barrel of syringe and leave to soak in the 
solu.tion. 
6. Always allow syringes and needles to soak at least three to ten 
minutes. 
7. Change cleaning solution at least once daily and thoroughly wash 
a. Eefore returning needles and syringes rinse well and dry4 
SURGICAL ST.AEDING OBDERS 
Eoutine Pre-operative orders: 
le Follow general directions for admission of patient. 
2. Xeep in bed, ulaless ordered up by physician. 
3. Beeord fo~hourly temperature until discontinued by physician. 
4. Check to make sure that urinal.ysis is completed before time of 
operationo; 
5. Diet: unless otherwise ordered by- surgeon or by- anesthetist, 
force fluids and carbohydrates on evening before operation. 
During the six hours immediately- preceding the scheduled time 
of operation, give nothing by mouth, except small amount of 
water with pre-operative oral medications. 
6. All treatments, enemata., pr~opera.tive medications mast be on 
written order by- surgeon or anesthetist. lieport a.n7 signs of 
blood, ma.cus or clq colored stools occurring before or after 
operation. Save specimen. Watch for 'Untoward reactions to 
pr~era.tive sedation and report immediately-. 
7. Prepare anesthesia. sheet the night before operation. Record all 
pre-operative medications there when given, indicating exact 
drag, dosage, exact time of administration and avenue of administration. 
a. Prepare skin night before operation. 
9,. One hour before scheduled time of operation, prepare the patient 
for operating room: 
a... Bemove jewelry, dentures, glasses • ·artificial ey-es a.nd 
extremities. 
b. .Apply- laparotomy stocldn.gs and· anesthesia cap. 
e. .Apply pedicul.osis eap to any patient with pediculi .. 
d.. Cover patient with sheet, folded once crosswise. 
e. Have patient void. 
f. Give pre-operative medications according to specific 
orders and record carefully. 
g. Check anesthesia sheet ready to go with patient. It 
mast indicate ward., full name, temperature, pul.se, 
respirations, blood pressure, height, weight, pr~ 
operative medications with times of administration, 
time and amount of last voiding. 
10. Transport every patient to and :f'rom operating room by track. 
Knee strap must be fastened during transport. 
11. Send with the patient the complete record. ~s includes the 
history chart, anesthesia sheet, medication sheets and charge 
slip. 
12., The nurse, aide or orderly, who accompanies the patient to the 
operating room must transfer the eare o:f'·the patient directly-
to an operating room nurse before leaving. 
For Patients under General Anesthesia: 
1. Turn patient on side unless otherwise ordered. 
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2. Take pulse,. respirations and blood pressure immediately on return 
from operating room. 






4. When patient is conscious, pulse and respirations are to be counted 
s. 
every thirty- minutes for three hourse Notify charge nurse,is very 
important, if any changes occur. 
If patient vomits while still unconscious. elevate foot of bed 
and use suction apparatus. Notify anesthetist. 
For Patients under Spinal Anesthesia: 
1.. Place patient flat in bed. Elevate foot of bed,. Patient :ma:a- turn 
head,. bu.t should not raise head from bed for twenty-four hours. 
2. Take pUlse, respirations and blood pressure immediately on return 
from operating room. Bepeat every fifteen minutes for the first 
hours, then every half hour for the next two hours. lie cord all 
readings. Notify anesthetist of falling blood pressure or of any 
unusual change in blood pressure. 
3. A sma.ll pillow may be placed under the small of the back. 
4. Becord rate and depth of respirations. Call anesthetist if the;r 
tend to be shallow. 
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NURSI1iG .OA:RE .. OF POST~OPERAT.IVE PATIENT 
' l. Bemove ether stockings and tuck in bedclothes as in oceqpied bed. 
2. Keep head turned to the side if the patient has ma.cus or is 
vomiting. 
3. If ehoking occurs, hold mouth open with mouth gag a.nd swab with 
gauze wrapped around finger. If due to relaxation of tongue, 
cover tongue with gauze and grasp? pull forward. Turn patient 
on side if possible. 
4. Xeep patient warm a.nd dry. 
5. Becord all observations in concise. definite terms, state time. 
s. Make patient as comfortable as possible~ 
a. Baise knees to relieve strain on abdominal muscles. 
b. Turn patient frequently from side to side unless in shock, 
otherwise if ordered by surgeon. If patient is in shock 
avoid change of position. 
e. Pillow may be placed under curve of back. 
d. Cleanse mouth after vomiting to lessen nausea. :Remove all 
signs of vomitus immediately. 
e. Lessen thirst ;by moistening mouth and lips with applicators, 
or by allowing patient to rinse his mouth, if taking fluids 
by mouth is contraindicated. 
f. Provide as mnoh q~et as possible. 
g. Provide good ventilation without chilling the patient. 
h. l3a.the face a.nd hands to refresh patient. 
i. When fl'llid is al.lowed give either hot or cold, never iced. 
7. Oa.rry- out all post.;.gperative orders. 
8. Watch for distentbn and discomfort due to retention of urine .. 
9. Watch for distention due to gas.. Turn patient .frequently. 
10. See that binder does not become uncomfortably tight as patient 
becomes distended. 
11. Give customary evening care. 
12. Discontinue all pre-operative orders automatically with the 
operation• 
13.. Special every patient until he can state name and where he is. 
14. Use low head rest as soon as conscious unless otherwise ordered. 
15.. :Report any u;ntowa.rd signs immediately. 
lo. Give water in small a.moun.ts as soon as nausea ceases. 
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17. Give special mouth care ever.y four hours or oftener as necessary~ 
18. Notify surgeon if patient does not void within twelve hours after 
opera.t ion. 
19. During the first forty~eight hours give narcotics as ordered for 
pain, discomfort or restlessness~ 
20.. Measure and record all fluid intake and ouput ca.re:tc.l.l.y. 
21. The first surgical dressing is done by the surgeon. 
22.. If an ointment is ordered for a dressing~ apply on sterile fin~ 
mesh gauze. 
SKIN PREPARATION FOR OPERATION 
Areas to be preparedt 
1. Abdominala 
Highs from mid-portion of chest to and including pubic 
hair visible with legs together and to :mid-axillaey 
line on both sides$ 
!,om from· xiphoid process to and including pubic hair 
visible with legs together and te mid=arlllaey line on 
both sides e .. 
2e Breasia 
Fram the cla~cle to level of umbilicus, from nipple 
line of other side to mid=line posteriorly, including 
shoulder, axilla and ar.m to elbow on side designated. 
3.. Ohesta 
For right chest prepare from mid=sterns.l line to middle 
of left scapula, include right shoulder and axilla, to 
umbilical level front and baok.. For left chest reverse 
prooedure .. 
4. ~uiDalt 
From level of umbilicus dcmn to middle of thighe Include 
entire area between mid=axillary lines. 
5.. Kidneya 
From mid=point of chest to pubes, :mid=line in front to 
mid=liDB posteriorly .. 
s. Rectalt 
Shave area four inohes in diameter about anus.. Do not 
shave pubes .. 
Thyroid and Neckt 
From point of chin to mid-:point of chest to hair ~ine 
on side,. Do :not include hair line.. Shave one-third 
of neck posteriorly on either side .. 
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8e Varicose Veins and .Amputations 1 
From level of umbilicus down to anklee Include entire 
area between mid..,a:rlllary lilies and perineal preparation. 
In amputations for circulatory conditions, iee~ gangrene, 
preparation should be stopped well above the area of 
discoloration and this area should be completely isolated 
in a separate dressing. 
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SKIN ~ABATION FOR OPERATION 
Purpose: 
1• To increase cleanliness of skin pre-operativelye 
Equipmentg 
1. Tray: 3 basins 4e Container with wipes 
soap solution 5. :Razor 
warm water s~ Waste basin 
zephiran solution 7e Treatment sheet 
2. Sponges 8 .. Drop light 
3e Applicators 9. Treatment rubber 
Procedure: 
1. Tak~ equipment to bedside. 
2. Arrange bedclothes so that area to be cleansed is e%posed .. 
Place treatment sheet and rubber beneath area to be shaved, 
to protect bedding. Use bath blanket as needed to protect 
patient during procedure. 
3. Shave area designated by order .. 
4.. Clean umbilicus with applicators if abdominal preparation. 
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5.. Scrub shaved area with sponges and soap and water for three minutes 
immediately following shaving procedure. Use eireular motion. 
Start at center of area and work outward. 
6.. Scru.b with sponge and clear water in the small areas and in the 
same order. 
7. ScrUb again with zephiran solution• 
a. Remove treatment sheet a.nd rubber. Make patient comfortable. 
9. Wash and boil all equipment for ten minutes~ 
10. Set up tray and leave fully equipped a.nd in order. 
OXYGEN THERAPY 
Purpose a 
1. To relieve respirator.y distress. 
Important Pointst 
1.. When ordering oxygen therapy designate type to be employeda 
a. Nasal catheter~ 
b .. Mask or 
c. Tent. 
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2.. Be sure no open glame or faulty electrical equipment is in or near 
the unite 
3.. Nasal catheters are changed every six hours, more often if necessary. 
Rinse used catheter thoroughly in cold water and thenwar.m soapy water. 
Soak in Aqueous Zephiran for thirty minutes. 
4. Check carefUlly that catheter does not become clogged with mucus. 
5.. Patients receiving nasal oxygen must receive special mouth care 
every four hours. 
6. Check rate of flow and contents of oxygen tank regularly. A second, 
full tank of oxygen should always be on hand., 
-7. A charge slip is made out for every tank of oxygen received. Always 
note on charge slip amount of oxygen in tank. 
a. A credit slip is made out for every tank of oxYgen returned which has 
not been completely used. Always specif,r, on credit slip, amount of 
. 
oxygen usedt i.e .. credit one-half tank or amount remaining. 
OXYGEN THERAPY ... NASAL CATHETER 
Equipment• 
1 .. Oxygen tank with ~uge 6. Rubber nasal catheter or 
2 .. Bottle ~ full of water two prong metal catheter 
3. 2-hole stopper with glass 7 .. Lubricant 
tubing a .. Adhesive tape or scotch 
4 .. Rubber tubing tape 
5. Glass connecting tuba 9 .. Straps (secure tank to bed) 
Procedures 
1. Taka equipment to bedside. Explain entire procedure to patient. 
2. Test aquipmantt 
a.. Crack tank of o:xygan 
b. Apply gauge - test 
3. Assemble remaining equipment and attach to tank. Test again .. 
RUBBER NASAL CATHETER 
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4., Measure catheter from tip of nose to ear~ approximately four to six 
inches for length to be inserted., 
6.. Lubricate tip of catheter with lubricant. Insert slowly and carefully. 
6.. Nasal catheters may be introduced by any nurse Who has had instruction 
in technique .. 
7. Fasten catheter securely in place with small strips of adhesive or 
scotch tape. Check flow of oxygen. Usual rata five to seven leters .. 
a.. Check flow of oxygen frequently .. 
TWO PRONG METAL CATHETER 
1. Gently place prongs in nose. Adjust head band to fit snugly. 
2.. Check rate of flow of o:xfgen frequently. 
Boston Un,Yersity 




1.. Face mask plus equipment in procedure for Nasal Catheter 
with exception of #6, #7 and :/1:8 .. 
Proceduret 
1.. Proceed as for nasal catheter therapy .. 
2.. Place mask in position on patient. Secure. Reassure patient .. 
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3., Check flow of oxygen frequently.. Usual rate of flow five to seven 
liters. 
· 4. Mask may be removed and oxygen discontinued while patient is eating .. 
All other nursing :measures may be done without removal of the mask .. 
5,. Chart procedure. Include psychological effect on patient when writing 
bedside notes,. 
After Caret 
1.. Wash mask with soapy water.. Rinse.. Dry thoroughly .. 
2.. Return all equipment to storagee 
OXYGEN BY MEANS OF TENT 
'Equipmentt 
1.. Adequate supply of oxygen end oxygen tent. 
2.. Adequate supply of ice if necessary .. 
Important Pointsa 
1.. Assist orderly to set up oxygen tent. 
2.. Read directions always on all equipment carefully .. 
3. Keep tent tucked in around mattress. Avoid tearing canopy by pulling 
tightly., Loosen only When absolutely necessary .. 
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4. Check temperature of tent hourly.. Temperature should never rise 
above 70oF. 
5. Patients in an o~gen tent should be protected from chilling b.1 use 
of shoulder covering if necessar,r .. 
6. Patients should receive special mouth and back cere every four 
hours at leaste 
7. Fire hazard is the greatest danger in using oxygen.. Do not use any 
electrical apparatus or allaw smoking or use of matches in unit$ 
Do not allaw patient to use electric signal corda Provide other 
means for calling nurse. Nurses caring for patients receiving 
oxygen are not allaw to wear ~lon unifor.ms. 
a. Request orderly to remove equipment when not in use. 
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PARENTERAL THERAPY 
Parenteral therapy is the administration of fluids and medication 
other than through the gastro-intestinal tract,. Commonly, needles 
are inserted into the vei~s or into the loose areolar subcutaneous 
tissues .. 
Purpose• 
1. To substitute food which the patient is temporarily unable 
to assimilate through the gastro-intestinal tract, and 
2. To substitute fluids and electrolytes which the patient is 
unable to assimilate through the gastro-intestinal tract, 
thus a 
a,. To supply fluid, to combat dehydration and to restore 
the blood volume; thus improve circulation in shock 
and. hemorrhage. 
b,. To supply electrolytes in cases of acidosis or alkalosis, 
and to aid in the retention of fluid in the tissues. 
c. To supply calories in the for.m of dextrose or alcohol 
in saline or distilled water .. 
de To stinru.late diuresis and thus to elimipate toxins and · 
to relieve toxamiae 
e. To introduce medication,. 
VENEOLYSIS' INTRAVENOUS INFUSION 
Equipment: 
1. Instrument (snap) 
2e Intravenous set 
3e Arm board 
4. Sheet waddiDg 
5. Bandage 
6 e .Adhesive tape 
Proceduret 
7 e Tourniquet 
a. Dry sterile .sponges 
9o Aqueous Zephiran ltlOOO 
10. Needle 
lle Gravity pole 
12. Solution ordered 
1. Take equipment to bed, cart or tray. 
2e Explain procedure to patient. Reassure. 
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3. Prepare ar.m for application of ar.m board and tourniquet by rolliDg 
sleeve of gown as high as possible. Be sure that the ar.m is well 
supported and in a comfortable position. Use sheet waddiDg under 
gauze when applying arm board. 
4. Assemble equipment. Place bottle on .hook. Do not remove rubber 
covering sterile tip until doctor or nurse is ready to insert needle. 
5. When directed, apply tourniquet to upper ar.m. Preferably tourniquet 
is not applied more than two inches above point of insertion. 
6. Cleanse designated area with sponge moistened with aqueous zephiran. 
The needle is then inserted and secured with a strip of adhesive 
tape. 
7. Release tourniquet as directed. 
a. The person startiDg infusion will regulate the rate of flow. 
9. Instruct patient not to move ar.m. Do not leave children, restless 
or unconscious patients alone. 
10. Leave signal cord within easy reach of patient. 
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.. 
11. Return all equipment to proper plaoea Replenish any supplies necessaryo 
l2o Recorda 
a. Time infusion started -.on bedside notes in time col'UlDD.o 
·be Solution aDd amount infusion started on bedside notes 
in note column., 
ca Name of individual who s:barted infusion on bedsi.de notes 
in note column and site of insertion of needles 
13. Observe rate of flaw frequentlyo Observe site of infusion for edemae 
Observe the color, pulse and respirations of patient. Watch patient 
for symptoms of chill. Any change of condition or rate of flow of 
solution should be reported immediately to head nurse or doctore 
l4e If more than one flask of solution is to be administered, clemp off 
tubing before first flask empties to the level of the vent tube. 
Remove flask from hook, place on table, have second bottle of solution 
ready. Remove plastic adaptor from bottle number one and insert into 
bottle number two. Invert second bottle and place on hook of gravity 
pole. Release clamp and continue infusiona Never place bottle 
belaw level of needle. At this time recorda 
ao Hour 
b. Amount and type of solution administered and the addition of 
bottle number two, plus information in step number twelve. 
15. When infusion is complete, remove all adhesive tape and apply a dry 
sterile sponge over the point of insertion of the needlee Remove 
needle carefully. Hold sponge over site of insertion exerting slight 
pressure to check oozing. 
16.. Remove arm board.. Patient may bend arm as desired. 
17.. Change position of patient. Make comfortable. 
18. Remove all equipment to utility room.. Detach needle and put in 
needle solution to soak. 
Becordt 
a. ~ime ended on Kardex. 
b.. Bedside notest 
1.. Time columnt time completed 
2.. Intake colmnnt amount of solution; type; haw 
administered. 
3. Note colunmt solution completed and needle 




1.. BYPoder.moclysis set 
2.. Solution 
3.. Sterile sponges 
4.. Adhesive tape 
.Procedurer 
6.. Gravity pole 
6,. Waste basin 
7. Aqueous Zephiran 
8,. Needles 
1.. Take equipment to bedside, cart or tray.. Screen patient. 
2. Explain procedure'to patient, reassure. 
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3 .. Arrange bedding so that area·of insertion of needles is exposed, 
but patient is warmly covered otherwise.. The usual site of 
insertion is made in the outer aspect of the thigh. 
4.. .Prepare the skin with aqueous zephiran .. 
6. Assemble equipment. Place bottle on hook.. Do not remove the rubber 
covering sterile tips until the doctor or nurse is rea~ to insert 
the needles .. 
6,. The doctor or nurse will run the needles through sterile sponges and 
insert them into the loose areola tissue, overlying the deep fascia 
and fasten in place by strips of adhesive tape. 
7.. The rate of flaw is adjusted by the doctor or nurse. 
8. Make the patient as comfortable as possible. Be sure the patient is 
well covered. Remove screen. 
9. Recorda 
a,. Time infusion started on bedside notes in time column. 
b,. Solution and amount of infusion s~a.rted in note column. 
c.. Name of individual who started infusion end site of insertion 
in note oolum.. 
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10. i'he nurse m.st watoh the condition of the patient closely and the 
areas for swelling, hardening of the tissue, bla.nOhi:cg of the skin 
or·pain. !his indicates a too superficial placing of the needles. 
Clamp off the tubing and notify the doctor or nurse who will re-
insert the needles. Gentle massage may be ordered when the rate 
of absorption is too slow. 
11. A child or restless patient should never be left alone. 
la. When infUsion is completed apply a dry sterile sponge to the point 
of akin pUllOture with moderate pressure and carefully remove the 
needles. 
13.. Make the patient comfortable 'by chai~ging position and rearrangiDg 
pillows and bedding. 
14. Remove equipment to the utility room. Detach needles and put in 
Deedle solution to soak • 
. , 
16. Follaw directions in the previous procedure for recording. 
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PROOEDUBES FOR WITBDBAW.AL OF BODY FLUIDS 
Purpose a 
l. To.obtain fluid from the body for diagnostic or therapeutic 
purposes .. 
2.. To relieve the patient of distressiDg symptoms as pain, 
pressure and dyspnea. 
3.. To allow for administration of a drug .. 
ABDOMINAL PARACENTESIS 
Equipment a 
1. l 50 co syringe 
2. 1 2 co syringe 
3. l ! knife handle 
4. 1 10 · knife blade 
5.. 1 ll knife blade · 
6.. 2 3-wa.y stop cooks 
7. l 2cw~ stop cooks 
a. 2 troca.rs with. oannuli 
(Bu.k:e abdominal) 
9,. 1 suction tip; suction 
pump 
10. · 4 feet rubber tubing 
ll.. l file 
12. 1 I 17 needle (spinal) 
13 .. 4# 16 needles 
14. 2 I 18 needles· 
15. 2 =If 20 needles 
16. 2 # 22 needles 
Procedure a 
17.. 2 4/=25 needles 
18. l tube Berma.lon 4-0 
19. 1 medicine glass 






23. . Iodine 
24. .Alcohol 
25. Aqueous Zephiran 




50.. Bath blanket 
31. Treatment sheet and 
rubber 
1. !a.ke equipment to utility room.. Use tray to work one 
2e Open set. Use cover as sterile field.. Arra:nge equipment with sterile 
transfer forceps. 
3.. Add additional equipment necessary from surgical cart .. 
4.. Cover tray with sterile_ tcnvel .. 
5. Take equipment to bedside. Explain procedure to patient. 
6. Screen patient~ .Remove pillows. 
7. Rave patient void~ 
8. Fo.ld upper bedding to foot of bed.. Cover patient 1Vi.th doubled 
ba:th bl&XIket. 
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9.. Pl.aoe treatment sheet and rubber over edge of bed for patient to 
sit one 
10. Bring patient to a sitting position close to the edge of the bed. 
Separate legs and rest feet on chairs. Arrange bath blankets 
a~ttt legs. 
llo Fold bedgown up to breast line and. fasten securely. Cover shoulders. 
ch~st and back with bath blanket. Fasten securely~ Cover feet with 
boots. Support back with pillawse 
12. Place pail on newspaper on floor in front of patient. 
13.. Place stool in front of patient for doctor. 
14. Move bedside table to within easy reach of doctor. 
15. Place waste basin on overbed table. 
16. .Rerpove sterile towel covering tray.. Pour mvocaine into medicine glass .. 
17. A..:f'ter the doctor has scrabbed his hands~ supply with antiseptic 
solution desired for cleansing the skin .. 
18. The doctor will then arrange the towels to provide a sterile field • 
. 
anesthetize the area with novocain, make a small incision and insert 
the trocar through the abdondnal wall into the abdcnninal cavity:. 
19~ If requested, as the doctor withdruws the trocar, hold sterile test 
tube in position to collect a sterile specimen of fluid. 
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20. The dector 'Will then attach the ·lol!lg piece of rubber tubing to the 
cannula and allow the remedn1ng fluid to flow into the pail. Direct 
the end of tubing so that the sound ef n1nning fluid will not 
distress the patient. 
21. Throughout the procedure the narse must carefully observe the pulse., 
respirations and color of the patient. 
22.; When the fluid ceases to flow" the doctor will 'Withdraw the cannulae 
23. Cover ptmOture wound with a sterile dressing~ large enough to absorb 
subsequent ,drainage. Hold in place with adhesive tape. 
24. Return patient to a recumbent position in bed. Apply Bl1 abdominal 
binder tightly" 
25. Rearrange bedding and raise the patient to a comfortable position. 
26. Measure the fluid and record the amount and character on bedside 
notes. Cheek treatment on kardex. Note psychological effect on 
the patient. 
27 • Watch the patient carefully for several hours for chtmge in pulse, 
respirations~ color and abdominal distention due to oha:Dge in intra-
abdoudnal pressure. 
28. Label specimen carefully. Send to Bacteriology Laborator.y. 
29. After care i 
ao Remove all equipment to utility roome 
bo Measure and record fluid. 
Ce Wash all equipment with seap and 11ater. Rinse. 
Dry thoroughly. 












1 medicine glass 
1 2 oc syri!lge 
2 lumbar puncture needles 
with 3-way stop cook 
1 ~ressure indicator 
1 =fF 2!5 needle 
1 I 22 needle 
































1. Take equipment ·to utility room. Use tray to work on. 
2• Open set. Use cover as sterile field. Arrange equipment with 
sterile transfer forceps. 
3. Add additional equipment necessary from surgical cart .. 
4. Cover tra.y with sterile towel .. 
5" Take equipment to bedside. Explain procedure to patient. 
6., Screen patient. Remove pillows. 
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7. Place patient on side close to edge of' bed or treatment table with 
·head 'bent forward and knees drawn up as near as possible to- chin., 
knees gripped by arms if' patient can do so.. Attempt to keep the 
upper as well as the lcmer shoulder and hips parallel to the edge 
of' the bed,. Instruct patient to remain in this position. 
a. Turn bedding down., Drape patient with bath blanket with back exposed. 
s. Place treatment sheet and rubber under patient. Extend over edge 
of' bed. 
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10. Place chair for doctor and move bedside table to position within 
easy reaohe 
11. Remove sterile towel coveri.Eg trar• Place waste basin on overbed 
table. 
12. Pour novocain into medicine glass. 
13. After the doctor has scrubbed his hands and put on rubber gloves, 
supply with antiseptic solution desired for cleansing the skin. 
14. The doctor will then arrange the towels to provide a sterile field, 
anesthetize the area with novocaine 
15. If the patient is 1mcoopera.tive it will be necessary for a third 
person to hold htm in position tram the other side of the bed. A 
child is always held by a third perso~ 
lS. When the fluid flows into the meedle, a specilnen JDS,y be collected 
in a sterile test tube. 
l?e A stop=oock is then attached to the needle and the ~ter 
arrBiDged to measure the amount of pressure. The doctor will instruct 
the nurse it he wishes jugular pressure applied. 
lS. When the needle is removed the puncture wcnmd JDS,y be covered wi-th a 
dry sterile dressing or with an application of collodioD4 
19. Return the patient to a comfor-table position.. Arrange bedding .. 
20. Unless otherwise ordered, keep the patient flat in bed for three to 
six hours .. 
21. Record the number of specimens obtained on the bedside notes. 
I~lude the psychological effect on the patient. 
22. Label and nttmber specimens according to order obtained. 
---
23. After oarea 
a. Remove all equipment to utility room. 
b. Binse all equipment with cold wa.ter immediately. 
c •. Wash all equipm.el'lt with soap aJad water.. _Rinse. Dry. 







le 1 60 cc syringe 13. Sterilet 
2. 1 10 oc syringe sponges 
s .. 1 2 co syringe towels 
4 .. 2 =If 18 needles gloves 
6 .. 2 t 18 Deedloo 14 .. Alcohol 
6,. 1 2i needle 15. Aqueous Zephira.n 
7. 1 22 needle 16. Iodine 
8~ 2 3~ stop cooks 17 .. Novooain 1% or 2% 
9 .. 1 piece ru\ber tubing 18. .A.dhesi ve tape 
two feet long 19. Tray 
10. 1 medicine glass 20 .. Bath blanket 
11. 1 file 21. Overbed table 
12. 1 test tubE!l 22 .. Treatment sheet 
with cork 23,. Treatment rubber 
Procedures 
1.. Take set to utility room. Use tray to work on .. 
2.. Wash haM.s thoro~hly .. 
3.. Open set. Use cover as sterile field.. Arrange equipment with 
sterile transfer forceps .. 
4.. Add additional equipment necessary :from surgical cart .. 
5. Oover tray with sterile towel. 




7. Place patient if sitting position in bed, leaning forward on an 
overbed table o~ on pillows.. Support lower back .. 
I 




i 9. Place treatment!. sheet and rubber Ullder patient. 
I 
10. Move bedside ta~le to within easy re~h. Place waste basin in 







11. Remove sterile towel oovering tray. Pour Mvooain into medioil!Le 
glass. 
12. Af'ter the doctor bas sorubbed his hands, supply him with antiseptic 
solution desired for oleansing the skiD. 
13.. The dootor will arrange the field with sterile towels, anesthetize 
the area with novooain and insert the aspirating needle into the 
thoracic oavity. 
14. The dootor will then attach the fifty oo. syringe to the needle, 
withdraw the amount of fluid desired for a speci:manJ deta.oh the 
syringe and place the fluid in the sterile test tube. 
15. Rave waste basin ready to reoeive drainage. 
16. When no more fiuid oan be obtained, the dootor will remove the 
needle. Apply a sterile dressing to the site of punoture. Fasten 
with adhesive tape. 
17. Return patient to oomtortable poei tion. Apply ohest binder if 
ordered. 
18. For several hours following this treatment the nurse must observe 
the patient closely. 
19. Measure fluid and record amount and oha.racter. Reoord psychological 
effect on patient. 
20. After caret 
a. Remove all equipment to utility rooL 
b. Rinse all equipment with cold water immediately. 
c. Wash all equipment with soap and water. Rinse. Dry. 
-
d. Care for remaining equipment in usual manner f> 
PB.Oo:mDrJBES WHICH BEQ,UIRE INTRODUCTION. OF TUEll INTO THE STOMACR 
Purpose: 
1. To remove poisons and irritating matter from the stomach. 
2... To relieve nausea .. 
3. To aid diagnosis b~ determining amount and character of 
stomach contantsa 




1. lb;plain procedure to patient. Assemble equ.ipment and prepare a 
large pitcher of solution as ordered at 100°F. 
2. Drape rubber and cotton treatment sheet around neck of patient. 
3a Place a pail with a newupaper o~ a ehair at bedside. 
4.. Rave wipes and emesis basin on hand. 
5. The doctor will introduce the lubricated tube into the stomach 
via. the mouth.. To check J.ocation of tube test by placing end in 
container of water. 
6. As directed by doctor pour solution slowly into fUnnel. 
7 8 To siphon contents of stomach lower tube to pail. 
a. ~eat process until return flow is clear. 
9,. The doctor will pinch off tube and remove care.ful.ly. 
10. Bemove drapes and make patient comfortable. 
11. Wash stomach tube and funnel with cold water, warm soap~ water 




ll' Withdrawal of stomach contents 
Procedure: 
1,. Follow procedure as :for lavage until tube is introduced,. 
2.. Expel air !rom syringe, attach to tabe and apply suction. 
3. ASpirate contents o"f stomach and pla.ee .in specimen bottle. 
4. Send to laboratory- properly labeled. 
Gastric Gavage: 
Purpose: 
1. Introduction o:f "fluid food by a tube through the 
mouth, via a tube, into the stomach. 
Procedure: 
1. Proceed as for lavage until tube is introduced. Test to see 
that tube is in the stomach and not in the trachea. 
2. Allow patient to rest a :few minutes after the introduction o"f 
the tube. 
3. The doctor will administer the "fluid slowly. 
4,. WPon completion of "feeding. remove tube. 
5g Make patient comfortable and instruct him to remain quiet. 




1. The introduction o"f food into the stomach by a tube through 
the nasal trach and esopba.gu.s. 
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Procedure: 
1. The. same as for gavage except that a tube in this pro'cedure is 
introduced through the nose. This will be done by the physician. 
2. The fluid is administered slowly with the syringe. 
3. In ease more than one feeding is to be administered. the tube 
may be left in pla.ee a.nd ela.m,ped Off a.nd fastened with adhesive 
tape. 
4. Oa.re for equipment in usual way. 
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CATHETERIZATION 
L. To withdraw urine from the bladder in retention. 
2. To withdraw urine from the bladder to aid in diagnosis. 
3. To withdraw urine from the bladder to prevent wound infection. 
4. To withdraw urine from the bladder in retention with overflow. 
Equipment a 
1. 2 solution cups 
2" 1 test tube 
3. 9 cotton balls 
4. Newspaper 




a.. Drop light 
9. Eme!Bis basin 
10. Treatment sheet 
11. Treatment rubber 
12. Bath blanket 
1. Take equipment to utility room .. 
2. Use tray to work on. Open catheterization set. Use cover as sterile 
field. Arrange equipment with sterile transfer forcep. Put two 
cotton balls in one solution cup; four in second; leave three on 
sterile field. 
3. Open catheter set. Place catheter on sterile field with sterile 
transfer forceps. 
4. Pour green soap solution in cup containing two cotton balls. 
5.. Pour saline in cup containing four cotton balls. 
6 .. Take equipment to bedside. Screen'patient. 
7. Explain procedure to patient. Rea~sure. 
a. Place table .in position. 
9. Use bath blanket or sheet to cover patient. Fold upper bedding to 
foot of bed. 
10. Place treatment sheet and rubber under patient. Drape patient. 
11. Place waste basin in position. Place newspaper and light conveniently. 
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12. Scrub hands for three minutes .. 
13 .. Wash vulva with green soap using both cotton balls. Direct all 
strokes toward rectum. Use each cotton ball for one stroke only. 
14. Wash vulva wi~h saline using two cotton balls. Discard .. 
15. Hold labia apart with a 2x2 sponge, wash with remainil:lg cotton 
balls in saline solution. Start at meatus and work down. 
16. Pick up catheter, approximately three inches from the tip. Use 
other hand, with 2x2 sponge, to separate labia. Insert catheter 
slowly and gently approximately two inches, until urine flaws. 
17. Collect sterile specimen in test tube if ordered. Let remaining 
urine flow into waste basin .. 
18.. When urine ceases to flow, turn catheter over slowly, then with-
draw slowly and gently .. 
19. Olean and dry vulva with remaining cotton balls .. 
20.. Rearrange bedding and see that patient is comfortable. 
21. Remove all equipment to utility room .. 
BLADDER IRRIGATION 
Purposet 
1.. To cleanse the bladder. 
2. To check inflammation. 
Equipmentt 
·1. Catheterization 5. 
equipment 6. 
2. Asepto syri:nge 7o 
3 .. Measured graduate a .. 







1.. Take equipment to utility room.. Use tray to work on. 
2.. Open set. Use cover as sterile field. Arrange equipment with 
sterile transfer forcep. 
3. Prepare catheterization equipment as for catheterization. 
4. Prepare sterile soluti~n at ll0°F. in sterile measured graduate. 
5. Take equipment to bedside. Screen patient. 
6. Explain procedure to patient. Reassure. 
7. Proceed as for catheterization. 
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8. After urine ceases to flow, draw fluid from graduate into syri:oge. 
9. Teet temperature of solution on back of hand. 
10. Attach syringe to catheter with care. 
11. Introduce fluid slawly, use as ~ch as possible without causing die-
comfort. To refill asepto syringe, pinch catheter to prevent escape 
of fluid or entrance of air. 
12. Drain bladder. Continue irrigation until return flow is clear. 
l3e Complete procedure as for catheterization. 
IRRIGATION OF RETENTION CATHETER 
Purposet 
lo To cleanse the bladder ... 
2.. To cleanse the catheter. 
3., To relieve congestion. 
Equipmentt 
lo Towel 
2. Solution basin 




6., Waste basin 
7. Treatment rubber 
a. Treatment sheet 
9. Warmed solution 
for treatment 
1. Take equipment to utility room. Use tray to work on .. 
2. Open set. Use cover as sterile field. Arrange equipment with 
sterile transfer foroep .. 
3. Pour solution~ heated, into basin. Cover tray with tawel. 
4.. Carry equipment to bedside. Screen patient. 
6.. Turn back bedding so that the patient is not exposed. 
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6., Place treatment sheet and rubber under catheter.. Place waste basin 
in position. 
7.. Disconnect catheter from glass connecting tube. Cover latter with 
sterile sponge. 
a. With asepto syringe~ inject two to three ounces of solution slowly 
and with moderate force. Allcn'IT solution to flow back into waste basin .. 
9.. Note character of return flaw. Repeat step number eight until return 
flow is clear .. 
10.. When irrigation is completed re-attach catheter to connecting tube. 
11. Remove all equipment to utility room. 
BLADDER INSTILLATION 
Purposet 
1. To inhibit the development of bacteria. 
2e To inhibit the decomposition of urine. 
Equipmentt 
1 .. Catheterization 6 .. Tray 
equipment 6 .. Drop light 
2. Asepto · syringe 7e Emesis basin 
3. Medicine glass a. Treatment sheet 
4. Catheter 9. Treatment rubber 
Proceduret 
1.. Take equipment to utility room. Use tray to work on. 
2. Open set .. Use· cover as sterile field .. Arrange equipment with 
sterile transfer forceps. 
3. Proceed as for catheterization. 
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4.. Warm medication in medicine glass.., in treatment basin filled with 
hot water. 
5. Into catheter introduce fluid slowly. Do not drain the bladder .. 
6.. Instruct the patient that solution is to be retained one to two hours. 
7.. Complete procedure as for catheterization .. 
a. Ramove all equipment to utility ro~ 
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Pur_pose: 
r; To stimulate peristalsis, to clean or evacuate the rectum~ 
· 2. To treat a. local condition~ 
3. To supply fl~d or medication for systemic effect. 
TY.Pes of Cleansing Enema.: 
Si~le: (a.) 
(b) 
Soap solution: 1 ounce to 1 pint of 
water a.t 105°F. 
Give 1 - 2 quarts 
Saline: 2 teaspoons of salt in 1 quart 
of water at 105oF. 
2. Purgative: (to hasten eva.ouation in ob~tinate constipation) 
(a.) Magnesi'Wil sulfate; Gly-cerine; Water: 
two ounces of each a.t 105°F. 
(b) Glycerine: 3 .;. 8 drams diluted in 1 - 3 
ounces of water a.t 105°F. 
3o Carminative: (to relieve distension caused by flatus) 
(a) ~entine: 1 dram added to soap solution 
enema 1 quart at 105°F. 
Mix soap solution and turpentine 
and then add water. 
(b) Milk and Molasses: use equal parts of each 
give one-hatf, to one 
. pint a.t 105 F. 
4~ Laxative: (to soften feces) 
(a.) Cottonseed Oil: 
Follow in one hour with 
one quart of water. 
. 0 . 6 .;. 8 ounces at 105 F~ 
Follolv ~ th soap solution 
enema 1 .;. 8 hours later as 
ordered. 
• 
Types of Retention Enema: 
1. For systemic effect: 
a. To s~ly fluid: 100°F. 
(1) Tap water: 250 cc 
(2) Saline: 250 cc 
b. To supply medication: 100°F~ 
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(1) Medication dissolved or diluted in saline.. Not more 
than total volume of six ounces should be used. 
(2) Paraldehyde: dissolve in cotton-seed oil or boiled 
starch according to order. 
c. To s'13;pply stimnlation:. 110°F~ 
(1) Saline 3 ounces; coffee 3 ounces 
(2) Saline 8 ounces 
Types of Enema for Local Effect: 
1. Emollient: :to sooth irritated Iml.COUS membrane; 100°F. 
to be retained 
a. Starch: dissolve 1 teaspoon. of starch in a small amount of 
cold water. Add 6 ounces of boiling water; boil 
for one to two minutes. Stir constantly; Oo0l to 
the desired temperature. 
b. Mineral oil: 6-8 ounces 




to destroy or. expel worms. Give six ounces of 
quassia l05°F~ Retain fifteen minutes. 
0 . 
to contract tissues and blood vessels; 105 F. 
to be taken and retained for fifteen minutes. 
one-lu:IJ.f teaspoon to 1 pint of water 
b. Ta.nnie Acid: one-:.half' teaspoon to 1 pint of water 
Eye_ Irrigation 
Purpose: 
1. Te cleanse the conjunctiva. 
2. To relieve congestion and inflammation. 







Sterile medicine 6. 
glass 7. 
Sterile cotton balls s. 







1. Take equipment to bedside and arrange within easy reach. 
2. Screen patient. 
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3. Place treatment rubber and sheet over pillow and across shoulder 
to protect bed and patient. 
4. Wash hands thoraughl.y. 
5. If patient sitting up, stand behind patient. If patient is in bed 
bring head close to edge of bed and stand above patient's head. 
6. Turn patient t s head to one side with the eye to be irrigated 
downward. 
7. Test the temperature of solution to be used on the wrist. 
B. If discharge has dried on eyelid or lashes, remove by careful 
washing with cotton ball moistened with solution. 
9. Hold two or three dry" cotton balls close to the outer canthus of 
the eye to absorb solution flowing from draining eye during 
irrigation. 
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10. Instruct patient to look ~ward. 
11. Separate lids with thumb and first finger of one hand, being 
careful to avoid e:tJ:3' pressure on eyebal.l. 
12. After drawing up solution, rest medicine dropper or rubber ear 
syringe on bridge of nose and allow solution to fal.l gently on 
the inner surface of the lower lid. Irrigate always from inner 
to outer canthus. 
13$ Allow patient to rest a moment. Dry lid with cotton ball~ 
14. Repeat procedure until eye is completely clean. 
15. Dry lid and cheek. 
16.. Care for equipment in usua.l manner. 
Iced Compresses to ~he Eyes 
Purpose: 
1. To relieve pa~ 
2$ Te relieve congestion and inflammation. 
Equipment: 
1. Tray 
2. 1.2 2x2 sponges in 
st~rile towel 
3$ Ice - chip or enbe 
4. Paper ba.g 
5. Safety pin 
6. Two throat sticks 
Procedure: 
1. Take equipment to bedside. 
7. Solution basin. aver top of which 
two thicknesses of washed gauze 
have been stretched and held in 
place with an elastic band; this 
allows water from melting ioe to 
drain into the bottom of basin .. 
8. Treatment sheet a.nd. rubber 
2. Place treatment sheet and rubber under the patient's head. 
3. Place several 2x2 s.ponges, moistened with water, on the ice. 
Allow these to remain on the ice for several minutes to chill. 
4. Squeeae excess moisture from chilled sponges between throat 
sticks. 
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5. .Appl;r compresses to e;re and. hold in pla.ce with one of the throat 
sticks. Change every two .minutes. 
6. Discard used compresses into paper bag pinned to bed. 
7. Cold compresses should be used for.a period of at least ten to 
fifteen minutes and as often as ordered. 
8. Dry patient 1 s :face very gentl;r. b;r wiping with dry sponge •. 
9. Care for equipment in usual manner .• 
INSTI~ION OF EIE DROPS 
Purpese: 
1~ fo dilate or contract the pu;pil. 
2. To relieve inflammation. · 
3. To produce local anesthesia. · 
Equipment: 
1. Drag 
2. Sterile cotton balls 
3. Steri~e medicine dropper 
Note: any dropper which has been used for a myetic drug 
or atropine mast be discarded after use. Even 
after sterilization there is a danger of some of 
the drug being left in the dropper. 
Procedure: 
1. Proceed as for eye irrigatien. 
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2. Place cotton ball ciose to the outer canthus of the eye and hold 
against side ef face. 
3. Steady dropper on bridge of nose. 
4. Evert lower lid gently, instru.eting patient t.o look upward. 
5. Allow one or two drops, as ordered, to fall on center of inner 
surface of the lower lid. 
6. Catch excess solution in the cetton ball as patient closes eye 
and rotates eye ball. 
7 • Exert slight pressure over the puncta at the inner canthus to 
prevent escape of medication into the tear duct. This is very 
important when giving atropine to prevent generalized toxic 
effects from the drug. 
8. Discard eye dropper if not to be used for same solution and on 
the same patient again. 
ROT ~ATIONS TO TEE EYE 
Purpose~ 
la To relieve pain. 
2~ To relieve congestion. 
3~ To relieve inflammation~ 
Equipment: 
1. Tra.7 6. 
2. Sterile cotton balls 
in sterile towel 7. 
3~ Sterile farceps Sa 
4. 2 throat sticks 9. 
5e Saline at l25°F. 10. 
Procedure: 
la Take equipment to bedside. 
Sterile catton tipped 
applicators 
Sterile Vaseline 
Paper bag for waste 
Treatment sheet 
Treatment rubber 
2. Lubricate lid, using vaseline.and sterile applicator. 
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3. Place a few cotton balls in saline solution with sterile forceps. 
4. Saturate cotton ball~ with solation and squeeze out excessive 
sal.ine with the two sterile thro~t sticks. 
5! Appl7 hot cotton pads ~o eyelid and hold in place with tbrqat stick. 
6. Change cotton pad as it becomes cool. Discard into paper bag, 
pinned to bed. 
7. These fomentations should be continued for at least ten to fifteen 
minutes and as often as ordered. 
e. When procedure is finished, dry lid gentlY' with sterile cotton ball. 
9. Oa.re tor equipment in usual way a 
lOa The patient may be instructed to do this treatment himself' depending 
~on conditione 
C1ABE OF ARTIFICIAL EYE (PROTEESIS) .AND SOOXET 
Equipment:· 
~9--··-Tra,y-
2. Small basin or container for sterile cotton balls 
3. Small basin or container for sterile saline, at 
the bottom of which is a sterile square of folded 
gauze. This is used to place prothesis when not 
in use. 
4. Tooth pick sterile swabs, applicators 
5. Large sterile medicine dropper or rabber ear syringe 
6. Smali basin for sterile-solution for irrigation 
7. Paper bag or container for waste 
Procedure:_ Removal of prothesis 
1. Place patient in dorsal posi tien. 
2e Press down the lower lid with thumb of left band.. 
3- Gently push tooth pick swab or applicator under lower edge of 
prothesis at extema.l canthus. Air, as it gets 'l:mderneath 
shell assists in releasing vaC'Ill'Uin of air.. Slightest pressure 
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on upper licl with index finger causes shell to slide out easily. 
4.. Plave shell in warm sterile saline. 
5. Irrigate socket frequently, eaoh time shell is removed, with . 
saline. boric or whatever special solution has been ordered. 
Procedure: Replacement of prothesis 
1. Pick up wet prothesis between thumb and index finger, with widest 
portion nearest to external canthus. 
2.. Gently place the upper edge of prothesis under u;pper eyelid. 
3. Depress lower lid. Prothesis then becomes fixed. 
4. Release the iid and the shell slips into the socket without difficulty. 
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EYE PBEPABATION FOR SURGERY 
Important Points: 
Eye preparation orders must be seen on the order sheet by the 
nurse while doing the preparatione The order sheet is checked 
before starting the procedure, during proc~dure and after the 
procedure is completed. A red cross is placed on the cheek of 
the patient being prepared for surgery, after the entire 
preparation is completed, to signify that the order sheet has 
been checked for the final time. No verbal orders are to be 
t~n except in an absolute emergenoye 
Equipment: 
1 .. Sterile boric ointment 
or va.seline 
Sterile cotton balls 
Fine bladed plastic 
scissors 
:Basin for waste 
P~ocedure: 
5.. Tissue paper 
6. Sma.ll basin of soap solution 
7. S~l basin of sterile water 
8e Aqueo~ Zephiran 1:1000 
9.. Eye dressing and cotton bandage 
10.. Drop light 
1, Screen bed. Take preparat~on tray, patient 1 s record and drop 
light (protected with wire frame) to bedside. 
2.. Attend to ~ir, braid in two braids. If necessary put in cap 
(female patient). 
3. Washha.nds .. 
4. Lubricate blade of scissors with boric ointment or vaseline. 
5. Instruct patient to close eyes gently; then clip lashes on upper 
lid, directing points of scissors away from patient. To clip the 
lower lashes, instruct patient to open eyes and look upward. 
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6. Mter clipping, head nurse or assistant must check preparation. 
?. Irrigate prepared eye with saline solution and follow with any 
medication that may be ordered. 
e. Do soap sol.ution scrub, if ordered. beginning at inner canthus, 
across the l.id margin back over upper l.id, down on lower lid, 
over brow using a rotary motion, then reverse cotton ball.. Scrub 
over bridge of nose to tip, over superior maxillary bone and up 
above brow, over cheek and ending at external canthus .. 
9. Follow with sterile water twice ... Be sure that all soap removed. 
10. Wse aqueous zephiran 1:1000 twice over-the same area with cotton 
balls. 
11. Apply steri1e eye pad, bandage if ordered., 
12.. After checking order sheet, place red uxn on cheek of prepared 
eye or on bandage if one used. 
13. Te1l patient not to touch eye. 
CATABAOT :N:O'BSING O.ARE 
Note: These patients are usually elderly; it is important that 
they have security and that-they be fUlly oriented to their 
su.rraundings .. - They shGuld 'be transferred to another ward 
only 'before operation, never afterward .. 
Pre-operative Oare; 
As for any operative case, a sedative the night before and 
a cleansing enemata are important.. The patient goes to the 
-eperating room in his own bed. 
Post-operative Care: 
1.. On ret'IU'I.I. from operating room, turn on '\llllOperative side 
for four to five hours after operation.. lb:Lb ba.ek. Prop 
patient on side with pillews, he may have low head rest. 
2. Diet: nothing but liquids without milk for first twenty-
four hours, followed by soft solids and regular diet, 
unless ordered to the contrary. 
3. .Any indication of nausea or cough mm.st be reported at 
once te doctor so that medication for relief of such 
symptoms may be ordered. 
4. Every patient ma.st wear a mask, or have hands tied at 
night until discharged. 
5. All cataract patients should have sides on the bed at 




1. To cleaase.auditor.r Canale 
2. To relieve inflammation and congestion. 
3~ To remove impacted wax. 
Equipment: 
1. Tra.y-
2. La.rge emesis basin 
3. ~ttle of saline 
Heat to 110°]'. 
4. Sterile ear wipes 
Procedure~ 
1. Take equipment to bedside. 
5. Sterile ear forceps 
6. lbibber cape 
7. Cotton treatment sheet 
8. Small basin for waste 
2. Have patient in sitting position and place the rabber cape~ 
covered with treatment sheet, over the patient's shoulders. 
3. Place emesis basin clese against patient • s neck and under ear · 
lobe. Patient may hold it in position. 
4. Fill syringe about twG-third.s full ef solution. 
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5. Straighten the auditory canal by grasping the tip of the auricle 
a.nd pul.ling ilpward and backward for an a.dul t; downward and 
backward tor a childe 
6. Insert rabber tip of the syringe into canal about one-fourth inch. 
Direct flow of solution against the floor of the canal. never ba.ck 
toward the tympanic membrane. 
-
7. .Refill the syringe and continue treatment as long as necessary 
d~ending upon the reason for irrigation. 




1• To relieve pain and congestion. 
2• To soften crusts in atropic rhinitis~ 
3• To cleanse nasal membrane. 
Equipmenti 
1• Sterile irrigating can with ra.bber tubing 
a.nd glass irrigating tip covered with rubber 
protector 
2. :Ba.th basin 
3~ lhlbber cape 
4. Cotton treatment sheet 
5. One pint of solution at 110°F. 
6. Gravit~ pole 
7. Tissue· wipes 
a. Gauze 
Procedure: 
1. Take equipment to bedside. 
2. Have patient in sitting position with head forward. 
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3. Arrange cape, covered with treatment sheet, around patient 's neck. 
4. Place bath 'basin in patient's lap and gauze in his hand. 
5. Irrigate slowl~ and gentl~ from unaffected nostril tow~rd affected 
side to avoid the spread of infection. 
6. Instraet patient to breathe through his mouth and warn him not to 
cough or sneeze. 
7.. Regulate the flow of solution b~ pressure exerted upon tubing 
by thumb and forefingere 
a. At end of treatment, wipe nose bu.t warn patient not to blow it. 
9. If patient is able he may be taught to do this treatment himself. 
STEAM DlRAJ.ATIONS 
Purpose a 
1 •. To relieve inflammation and congestion of the mneous 
membranes of the throat. 
2e To supply moisture te the air in the room of the 
traoheot~ patient. 
Equipment a 
1., Two quart metal pi toher 
2... Treatment basin 
3.· Face towel and elastic band 
4., Glass drinking tube 
5e Gauze square 
Prooeciures 
1. Bring water to boili.Dg point in tea· kettle and turn a.bout one 
quart into pitcher .. 
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2. Pla.oe face tQWel folded in fourths over the top of the pitcher and 
hold in place with el~stic.band around the top of pitcher. 
3., Pla.oe pi toher in treatment easin and carry to bedsi~e with drinking 
tube a.nd gauze squa.re. 
4., Have pa.tient in sitting position beDding forward. 
5e Lift the folded towel covering the top of the pitcher a little 
and insert one end of the drinking tube about two inches. Wrap 
6. 
the gauze near the top of the protruding end of the drinking tube 
so that the patient ma.y grasp it easily., Place this end of the 
tube into the patient' e mouth. Steam should be tested by the nurse 
allowing the steam to fl~ out against her own wrist to be sure it 
will not burn before giving it to the patient. 
Instruct the patient to breathe through the mouth. 
I 
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1. Treatment should continue for about fifteen minutes a.nd should be 
repeated as ordered. 
8o Care for equipment in Usl:UI.l :manner. 
9. The Colson Electric Inhalator, which is obtained from the Central 
Sterile Supply' Room, ms.y be used for the patient in a single room 
Where the air needs to be moistened. HoWever, because of damage 
which may occur to plaster, its use is prohibited in some rooms .. 
Permission for its·use should be obtained from the Director's Office. 
Warnblgsa 
1. Never use compound Tincture of Bensoin in the Colson IDhal.ator. 
2. Never allow ~ter bottle to become empty while Colson Inhalator 
is in use. 
3. Al"Rqs direct the flow of steam from the Colson Inhalator far 
enough away from the patient to prevent burnillg .. 
4. Extreme caution is always necessary in using all types of 
bhalations in erder to prevent bu~g the _patient .. 
THROAT IRRI&ATION 
Purpose a 
1. To relieve congestion and pain., 
2e To cleanse mttcous membnmee 
Equipmenta 
le 1 quart of solution 5. 
a. Sterile irrigating can 






3. Rubber cape 8., Gauze 
Procedures 
le Take equipment to bed.sidee 
2., Place patient in sitting position. 
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3e Put ru.bber cape, oovered with treatment sheet, around. the patient's 
neck. 
4. Place bath basin h patient t s lap. 
6. Give patient gauze tell to hald in hand. 
6. Hang irrigating can on gravity pole, one foot above level of patient's 
head. 
7o Expel air from tubing. 
a. Instntct patient ta bend at the waist with head forward. 
9. Insert irrigating tip into moath and direct flow of solution against 
pha.ry:ax, moving it from side to side eo that all parts rray be reached. 
10. Instruct patient not to cough or sneeze during the treatment .. 
lle Control force ot the solution flowing through the tubing by exerting 
pressure with thumb and forefinger. 
12. At the end. of treatment dry patient's mouth., 
13. Care for equipment in usual :marmer. 
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Note a 
A.Traeheo~ Set is. to be at the bedside of every thryoidee~ 
patient or patiemt where le.ryDgeal edema is present or apt to occur. 
Location of Setst 
1. Central Supplyt two sets 
2. Aoeident Romna one set 











1 # 3 knife handle 
1 #11 knife blade 
1 #15 knife blade . 
1 plain tissue foreep 
1 fine tooth forcep 
4 DWsqui to snaps 
2 Kellys 
2 Allis forceps 









for ward use 
must not be removed 
must not be removed 
1 skin. needle 
1 curved needle 
2 small rake retractors 
1 tracheal dilator 
Silver tracheotomy tubesa 
1/:1, :/1:2, 13, :/14, 4/:5, :/16 
Neek tapet 60" long 
8 4x4 sponges 
4 strands black silk 
12" long 
POST OPERATIVE CARE OF THE PATIENT WITH A TBA.CHEOTOMY 
Important Points 1 
1. The room must be humidified in some way, either by using 
the Colson Inhalator or in some other manner if at .all 
possible. 
2. The temperature of the room should be between 70°F and 80°F. 
3.. Su.otien apparatus must be complete and always in excellent 
working condition a.md kept near the patient. 
4.. ~en equipment must be aonv~niently near for illlm.ediate use. 
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Equipmenta 
1. Sterile towel with two suction tips~ These tips. mast be 
cleansed and sterilized frequently. Catheters may be used 
for this purpose if regular suction tips are not available. 
2. Basin with sterile saline for flushing through suction tip. 
3. Emesis basin and tissue wipes .. 
4. Pencils scratch pad for patient to write requests or answers 
to questions. 
6. Mirror for patient who cares for own tracheot~ tube .. 
6. Paper bag attached to side of bed .. 
7.. If ordered a sterile gauze to place warm moist spoDge over 
the opening of the tracheotOD\V tube, two thicknesses only. 
This helps when there is a tendency for crusting and 'When 
maa.ns for humidifying the room are 1mavailable. 
a. Xeep ready at all times a sterile, duplicate tracheot~ 
tube and dilator. fhe duplicate may be obtained from Central 
Sterile Sapply in sizes #1, #2, :/1:3, :/14, #6 and :/16. 
Equipment on treatment traya 
1.. Transfer forceps in sterilizing solution .. 
2. Sterile ~ze for traoheo~ dressings. 
3. Sterile toothpick swabs .. 
4.. Boric ointment. 
5. Tracheotoli\Y tape and Sln811 safety pins .. 
6. Two small solution bowls for alcohol and hydrogen peroxide. 
Procedure for caring of the tracheotomy tubet 
1$ Take tray with equipment to bedside. 
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2. Suction tracheotomy tube if necessary, always standing at oDe aide 
of the patient .. 
3. Remove dressing.. Place in paper bag for waste. 
4. RelllOVe inner tube carefUlly and pl~e in basin of hydrogen peroxide. 
6. Suction outer tracheot~ tube if necessary. 
6. Instill alcohol, if ordered, very carefUlly and suction again. 
7 e With a toothpick swab, twisted and tested, olean outer tub~, 
steadying the tube with the irlde:x: finger of the left hand.. The 
surrotmdi!lg skin should also be cleaned at this time .. 
8., Gently apply Boric Ointment, or ointment specifically ordered, 
on akin near tube. 
9. Apply sterile dressing$ 
10. Insert sterile, duplicate tracheotomy i!lner tube of the same size 
which is being used f.or the patient. This should be in the room· 
ready for use before beginning procedure .. 
11. Tate soiled tttbe, in the bawl of hydrogen peroxide to the utility 
room. Wash tube first with oold water and th.en hot soapy water .. 
Thread a piece of two inch bandage onto a piece of wire and upper 
part is pulled through the tube to assure thorough cleansing. 
P~lish tube with detergent. Wrap tube in gauze and plaoe in pan 
w}p.ch has enough water to cover tube. Add a small amount of soda 
b~oarbonate. Boil in sterilizer for three to five minutes. 
I , I 
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12.. Return to patient a.nd note oondi tio:aa color, breathing and other 
upper respiratory symptoms. 
13. Suction if necessa.rya Remove tip and turn off suction. Disconnect 
bottle and oarry to utilit,y room to be thoroughly cleansed. 
14. Return to patient with olean bottle and the now sterile traoheotolDIY 
inner tube wrapped in sterile towel" 
15~ Leave all equipment set up and ready for immediate usea 
l6a The inner tabe should be changed and cleansed at least ever,r 
twenty-four hours and more often if indicated. 
Important Points t 
1. Never disturb the larger outer tube or tape.. This is the 
responsibility of the doctor. If the outer tube should by 
accident coma -outa try to replace it. If unsuccessful, use 
tracheal dilator until doctor arrives. 
2.. The patient, depending upon condition ms.y be taught within 
twent.y-four hours after operation to suction, to change the 
moist wponge if used and to change the olean inner tube. 
This is done with the aid of a mirror. 
3o Watch children closely.. Use handcuffs or other t,ypes of 
restraints to prevent them from removing the tube. 
4. Reassurance at night is important. These patients are apt to 
be extremely apprehensive. Observe mental attitude olosely. 
Report anything unusual immediately .. 
:. 
APPLICATIONS FOR TR&ATMENT OF INFLAMMATION 
Purpose a 
Applications of Colch 
1. To relieve pain 
2. To relieve congestion and inflammation 
3. To prevent and reduce swelliEg 
Application of Heata 
1. To increase warmth 
2. To produce hyperemia 
3$ To relieve congestion and inflammation 
4o To hasten suppuration 
6.. To relieve tympanites 
s.. To relieve pain 
. 
Important Points to Remembera Dry' Heat and Dry Cold 
1 .. Continuoas application may result in tissue in~. 
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2. A blue, mottled appearance of skin indicates poor circulation. 
3. Avoid point of' anesthesia by testing sensation in area of 
application frequently. 
4. Lubricate area te reduce or prevent irritation. 
6.. A hot water bottle or heating pad may only be ased with a 
doctor's order. 
Important Peints to Reme:mbera Moist Heat and Moist Cold 
1.. Always examine skin for redness from previous applications. 
2. Lubricate .skin with thin, even coat of' oil .. 
3. Wring fl.e.D:nels as dry as possible. Always test on own 
f'orear.m before applying to patient. 
4. Lift application several times to accustom patient to temperature 
and to provide layer of air between skin and application to 
allow steam to escape. 
6. Consult patient before pinning in place and leaving the 
bedside. 
s. It a hot water bottle is used with a moist application, 
. to maintain heat, place it outside of the wrappillg, never 
next to application. 
7. Beport 8J3.Y redl!l.ess or tenderaess of skin to charge nurse 
LOOAL .APPLIOATIONS OF OOLDi DRY 
Ice Cap 
Equipment a 
1. Ice cap 3. spoon 
2. Ice cap cover 4. chipped iee 
Procedure a 
1. Fill ice cap tull of ice. Be sure to expel all air. 
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2. Screw top on securely. Bold neck of cap firmly to aveid tearing 
l"tibber. 
3. Distribute ice evenly in cap. Dry.. Apply eover. 
4. Chart procedure. 
6. After care a 
a. When finished, empty and dry inside. 
b. Place dry gauze in ioe cap. Inflate with air end replace 








.Follow procedure for nice Cap" and use flannel ice cap 
cover. Always a;>ply with meta.l cap away from patient. 
LOCAL APPLIC~IONS OF COLD: MOIST 
Iced Compresses to Head 
Equipment; 
1. Treatment basin 
2. Washed gauze 
Procedure: 
3, Treatment rubber 
4. Treatment sheet 
' 1. Place ice cubes in treatment basin. Fold compresses and moisten 
with water .. 
2. Place compresses on ice. Cary equipment to bedside. 
3.. Place treatment rubber and sheet under head. :Bru.sh hair back: from 
forehead. 
4.. Apply compress to forehead. :Be sure it does not extend over eyes. 
5. Beplace compress every three to five minutes for period of time 
ordered. 
6. When treatment completed, dry forehead gentlyr. remove equipment. 
7. Return equipment to proper place .. 
8. Note: chipped ice may be usedt however it is not as satisfactor,y 
as the cubes. 
I 
-
LOO.AL .AJ?PLIO.M!IONS OF BEAT: DRY 
Rot Water:Bottle 
Equip~ent: 
1; Rot water bottle 
with cover 
Procedure: 
2~ Bath thermometer 
3. Large pitcher 
1. Fill pitcher with water at 125°F~ for adul.ts; 115°F. for 
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children, unconscious or paralyzed patients. Test with thermometer. 
2. Fill bottle two-thirds fl111, unless weight objectionable. 
3. Jbq>el air by- pla.eing bag on side, force water into mouth of bottle. 
4. _Fasten top securely. Invert to check for leakage. 
5.. Oover. Apply to affected area. with top away- from patient. 
6. When finished treatment or u.se, empty bottle. Dey • 
. 
7r. Fill with air to spread sides. Hang in proper place. 
Heating Pad 
Procedure: 
1. Apply heating pad to area desired. Adjust comfortably. 
2.. Do not use safety pins on heating pad. Do not fold heating pad. 
3. The use of a heating pad must be under a physician's order. 
4. Carefully instruct patient how to use~ Cheek temperature after 
starting. 
LOCAL APPLICATIONS OF REA~: MOIST 
Flaxseed Poultice 
Equipment: 
1. ~reatment bastn 
2. Safety pins 
3. :Binder 
4. Lubricant 
5. Throat stick 
Procedure: 
6. Wrapping paper 
7~ Fla.xseed 
- 8! Jl'l.axseed pan and. spoon 
9. Soda bicarbonate 
10. Washed gauze 
le Place safety pins, binder a.n.d lubricant with throat stick, in 
treatment basin. 
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2. Oa.t piece of wrapping paper a. little larger than four times the 
size of poultice desired. Fold in half. 
3. To make flaxseed: 
a. Put required amount of water on to boil.· 
b. :Remove boiling water from stove. .Add flaxseed. Stir 
constantly, until cohesive and comes away from pa.n.. 
c. Add one teaspoon of soda bicarbonate ~ beat smooth~ 
4. !Eurl1 mixture onto one half of folded piece of brown paper. Spread 
evenly using spoon, to within two inches of edge. Poultice should 
be one inch thick. 
5. Cover flaxseed with other half of sheet. Fold in edges to prevent 
leakage. 
6. Completely cover flaxseed with washed gauze. Wrap poultice in towel. 
Place in treatment basin. 
7. Wash flaxseed pan and spoon immediately. Return to proper place. 
8. Ca.rry treatment basin to. bedside. Explain procedure to patient. 
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9. Arrange bedding. · 
l.O. Place binder in place if to be used. La.brioate a.rea with lubricant 
using throat stick. 
11. !rest poul.tice on wrist and when able to tolerate. apply to patient. 
12. Allow steam to escape by lifting from side to side. 
13. Fasten in place securely .. 
14. Remove poul.tice when cool. Exam:ine a.rea caretally. 
15. Bepeat treatment as ordered. 
16~ To avoid chilling, leave binder in place until circul.ation ha.s 
returned to normal. 
17. Discard poul.tice, well wrapped in newspaper in waste barrel.. 
LOCAL .APPLIOA'l!IONS OF Hl!lA'l!: MOIST 
Rot Soaks 
Equipm.ent; 
l.. Soak tub 
or basin 
2. Solution 
3. :Bath towel 
Procedure: 
4~ :Bath blanket 
5~ :Bath thermometer 
6. Treatment sheet 
7~ Treatment rubber 
1.. Take equipment to bedside. Screen patient. Explain procedure. 
2. Make patient comfortable with part to be soaked well supported. 
3. Protect bed with treatment rubber and sheet. 
4. Fill container with sol.ution at 105°.F. a.s tolerated. Co~letel.y 
immerse part. 
s. Cover exposed part with bath blanket. 









6• Two pieces of compress 
7. Sheet wadding 
e. Dressing towel 
9.. Water 
10. Mineral oil 
l. For a.d.uJ.t: 2 tablespoons mustard to 4 tablespoons flour 
2. For child: 1 tablespoon mustard to 6 :tablespoons flour 
Procedure: 
1. Collect equipment on a. tray. Prepare two pieces of coDipress, 
one size desired, other one inch larger. 
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2. Mix flour and musta.rd. thoroughly. Add one tablespoon of mineral 
oil. Add enough water to make thin paste~ 
3. Spread mixture on large piece of compress, one-eighth thick:. 
Cover with second compress. Turn edges over. 
4. Put compress on hot water bo.ttle only while carrying to bedside. 
Apply compress to area as ordered. Cover with sheet wadding 
and dressing towel~ 
5. Leave in place fifteen minutes, UD.til skin red and warm. Check: 
every five minutes. 
6~ When paste is removed, sponge area with warm. soap and water to 
remove irritating particles of mustard .. 
7. Pat sld.n dry and leave covered with towel until skin is normal~ 
e.. Chart procedure and results~ 




1. Fill tub with sufficient water to cover patient• s hips. Temperature 
of water should start at 105°F. 
2. If available, place ra.bber ring under patient. Do not use :foam 
ra.bJ>er type. 
3. Gr{W,IIally increase temperature of water, as tolerated, by adding 
water :from a large pitcher. 
4. Maintain this temperature :for ten to twenty minutes. 
5.. :Be sure patient is thoroughly dry and warmly covered before leaving 
tub room. 
6~ Chart procedure. 
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